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ABSTRACT
MICR (Magnetic Ink Character Recognition) is the fastest
growing automatic identification technology in the world, and
because the development of non -impact printing system (ion
deposition) was very successful in this decade, it is only
natural that this new printing process has been experimented
with MICR for bank checks by check printers. This study has
compared the quality of MICR printing as used on the bank
checks to the traditional processes of letterpress and offset
lithography.
An appropriate number of test samples were printed by
each process and were then examined and evaluated for the
following criteria important to MICR printing for bank
checks: character dimension stability, distance between
characters, character alignment and skewness, ink void and
extraneous ink, embossment, and magnetic signal level. The
American National Standard of print specifications for MICR
were used in evaluating the samples.
During the evaluation process, each sample received a
score depending on its quality. The higher the score, the
better the quality. Variance analysis was then used to
analyze the results for each of the criteria.
From this study, letterpress seemed to be the best
printing process. Lithography seemed to be the second best,
and ion deposition seemed to be the third.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Despite the attempt to develop the concept of a
checkless society1 in 1969 and the increase of ATM (Automatic
Teller Machine) machines in 197 5, the demand for checks in
the United States steadily increases every year. As John
Naisbitt, the author of Megatrends . said "What happens is
that whenever new technology is introduced into society,
there must be a counterbalancing human response- - that is,
high touch- -or the technology is rejected. The more high
tech, the more high touch. "2 since there is very little high
touch in the high tech of electronic funds transfer, bank
customers are rejecting ATM throughout the country, bearing
out Naisbitt's generalized prediction. Also, the vice
president of the Bank of Hawaii, David Cheever, explains that
"We have done a lot of research and the customer simply feels
better writing checks himself, knowing it will get done."3
Moreover, some of the customers just do not want to go to any
teller, they want to go to the same teller every time they go
to their bank. As J. William Robinson, the president and
chief executive office of John Harland
Company4 said,
typically women write about 7 0 percent of all checks and more
checks tend to be written during early family formation and
decline as the children leave home. As a matter of fact,
checks are the preferred method of payment so that more than
50 percent of all expenditures are paid for through checks.5
Moreover, today Americans write more checks per month than
ever before, averaging about 25 per month.6 The demand for
checks in the United States has been on a continual
increase, approximately 4 to 5 percent per year. In
addition, this evidence of increasing demand for checks can
be seen as well in the Asian countries; Thailand, Singapore,
Philippines, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Brunei, too. This
phenomenon is of special interest to the author of this
thesis.
Fortunately, in gaining data for this thesis, the John
Harland Company, the second largest check printer in the
United States, has a plant in Rochester, New York and would
like to expand its printing facility in order to be of
greater service to customers in the upstate area. Also, the
author is interested in ultimately starting a check printing
plant in one of the Asian countries cited earlier. Combining
the graphic arts facilities at RIT with those available
through the John Harland Company and Moore Research Center
has given the author a wealth of resources to proceed with
this thesis. Additionally, check printers, the author, and
others interested in MICR printing will be able to utilize
the results of this study.
For the personal check printing industry, orders are
very small and low in dollar value; however, the volumes are
high. 7 Most competitive printers can ship orders to the
customers within two days after they receive the orders.
Coupled with the demand for quick turn around and the small
dollar value of each order, the demand for high quality
printing is great from a technical standpoint.
From private communication with Mr. Kenneth Schober, the
former plant manager of the John Harland Company in
Rochester, it was learned that the major trend in the check
printing industry is that as the demand for checks increases
steadily, the number of checks per order decreases. Normally
in the past, the average number of checks to be printed per
order was 200. Today many orders are received for as few as
4 0 checks. For this reason, the check printer has to find a
new suitable printing process for the future that can cope
with shorter print runs along with the best quality and most
reasonable cost (both capital cost and variable cost) .
Fortunately, the ion deposition printing process which
can produce MICR as well as text or graphics in a single
pass, without passing through mediums like plate or type,
appears to have the greatest advantage in producing short -run
check orders. In this thesis, the quality of MICR from ion
4deposition and each of the traditional printing processes
used in check printing will be evaluated.





Therefore, these three printing processes will be evaluated
in this study.
In assessing the relative quality of each of the
printing processes used in this study, the American National
Standard of print specifications for MICR (ANSI
specifications number X3 . 2 - 1970 (R1976) ) will be used. These
specifications were originally developed in the late 1950 's
by the ABA (American Bankers Association) and then in 19 63
were adopted by ANSI (American National Standards Institute) .
In this study, the magnetic ink signal level, the embossment,
and the character tolerances from each printing process will
be examined. To comply with the ANSI specifications, visual
inspection and a magnetic signal reader must be used. The
magnetic signal reader will indicate whether electrical
waveforms which were produced from a character fall within
the specifications or not.
Chapter 1 of this thesis, the Introduction, discusses
trends in check printing . Chapter 2 examines the theoretical
bases for the study, and Chapter 3 is a review of previous
literature in the MICR testing area along with the hypothesis
for the study and some of its limitations. Chapter 4
discusses the methodology used in testing the hypothesis and
is followed by Chapter 5 which discusses the results.
Chapter 6 outlines the conclusions and some suggestions for
further study.
It is necessary to define some terms which will be used
in this study before exploring the next chapter. These terms
are as follows:
Clear band: A band with a minimum width of 0.6250 inch,
measured from the bottom reference edge of the check or other
document. Must be free of any magnetic ink other than the
magnetic ink characters. The length of this band extends the
full width of the document, from the right (leading) edge to
the left (trailing) edge.^
Alignment: The relationship between the bottom edge of a
character and the bottom edge of its adjacent character to
the right. (See Appendix A, page 100.)
Average Edge: An imaginary straight line through the
ragged edge of a magnetic ink character. An average edge may
be vertical or horizontal. All measurements relating to
spacing, dimension and alignment are made from one specified
average edge to another.
Character Space: The position or space in which a
magnetic ink character appears in the MICR band. Only one
character is permitted in a character space; each space or
position in the MICR band is numbered. (See Appendix A, page
101.)
Dimension: The shape of a character measured within the
space it occupies. (See Appendix A, page 102.)
E-13B: The type font used in magnetic ink printing.
Extraneous Ink: Any magnetic ink stays in the clear band
that is printed outside the character limits. The ink may be
located on the front or back of the check. Splatter, spots,
smear, tracking, hairlines, string out, feathering, back
offset are examples of extraneous ink. (See Appendix A, page
104.)
Field: Designated area in the 0.625 inch MICR band, MICR
fields are Amount, On Us, Transit, and Auxiliary On Us.
Magnetic Ink: Printer's ink to which iron oxide
particles have been added. Acceptable magnetic ink colors
are black, red, green and brown.
Reader/Sorter: A machine capable of "reading" magnetic
ink characters printed in E-13B; it "reads" by recognizing
the character from its magnetically induced electrical signal
or from its image when it appears on a grid, or a combination
of signal and image.
Signal Level: The voltage produced by any magnetic ink
character. Each character has a nominal signal level
designated by ABA; also called Signal Strength. (See
Appendix A, page 105.)
Skew: The rotational deviation (tilt or angle) of a
character in relation to the bottom of the document. (See
Appendix A, page 107.)
Symbol: An E-13B character separating the fields (above)
or separating digits within a field. Symbols are Amount, On
Us, Transit and Dash.
Void: Absence of ink within an E-13B character where ink
should appear (see Appendix A, page 108.)
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8CHAPTER II
THEORETICAL BASES
Check printing processes in the United States generally
print the background of the check and the numbering
separately. Normally, the background will be printed in very
large quantities by four -color web offset. The individual
data for each order and the numbering will be printed by
various printing processes including offset. The various
data are composed of the customer name, address, and a bank
transit and routing number in the upper right corner of the
check. Magnetic ink character recognition has its own style
of numbers to be imprinted on checks. These will be
discussed later and are the most essential part of the check
printing process.
MICR is an abbreviation for Magnetic Ink Character
Recognition. This recognition system includes a group of
numerals and symbols printed by magnetic ink on the bottom of
the check. These numerals and symbols are both human and
machine readable so that they can be cleared and sorted
automatically. They were developed in 1956 by the American
Bankers Association, together with other industries and
research groups.1 MICR was developed because billions of
checks had to be processed annually, and an efficient and
orderly automated system was needed to handle this large
volume.
The MICR system works by printing MICR numbers with
magnetic ink. Magnetic inks are inks that have the ability
to retain some magnetism after exposure to a magnetic field.
The inks themselves, however, are not magnetic, so they do
not cling to metal printing plates or rollers. During
processing, the numerical images are magnetized by passing
them over the "write" head of an MICR reader/sorter, which
contains either a permanent magnet or an electromagnet.
Then, the "read" head unit produces a waveform electrical
voltage signal, which depends on the shape of the character
from the magnetized image. 2 This signal identifies each
character during the processing of the check. The special
type font used in MICR printing is called E-13B and appears
in Figure 1.
" 1 2 aii 5 & 7n' asoa'i2ai:
Figure 1. An E-13B font
After these E-13B numerical images are magnetized, the MICR
reader/sorters read each of the vertical leading edges of the
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character from right to left. The right-hand vertical leading
edges reflect positive polarities. The vertical trailing
edges (left-hand) reflect negative polarities. It is similar
to the north and south poles on opposite ends of a magnet.3
When these different polarities pass by the read head of the
sorter, or test device, the positive (right-hand) edges
generate a current which produces a visible peak in the
waveform when viewed on an oscilliscope. In like manner, the
negative (left-hand) edges produce visible valleys in the
waveform."4 The distance between each of the vertical edges
translates the different spacing between each peak and
valley. The unique combination of peaks and valleys for each
E-13B character allows the reader/sorter or test device to
read and distinguish each character. When an MICR character
is printed, it is assumed that the ink coverage is uniform,
otherwise the reader/sorters may misread the character.
Because the so-called magnetic inks are used by all
processes when imprinting checks, the nature of these inks is
integral to this study. There are two major components of
the MICR inks. One is an magnetic iron oxide pigment, which
constitutes about 50-65 percent of the ink weight. The other
is the vehicle, which accounts for 25-45 percent of the ink.
The best magnetic pigments are the Fe304 black iron oxides.
These are in the form of needlelike crystals of less than one
micron particle size. Because of high oil absorption, these
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tiny needlelike particles require large amounts of an oil
based vehicle to obtain the proper flow.
The magnetic ink characters should have enough
resistance to abrasion that comes from consumer handling and
automatic check processing equipment. Generally, a check may
be expected to pass through automatic equipment up to 2 0
times.5 It is also important to order a specific magnetic
ink for a specific type and model number of the press on
which the ink is to be used. This is because each type of
press has its own printing characteristics and should use
inks particularly formulated to suit those characteristics
thereby producing optimum quality. Moreover, the ink
manufacturer needs to know the characteristics of the paper,
i.e. the smoothness and the ink receptivity. This is because
each paper receives a different amount of ink, and an
adjustment is needed to change the percentage weight of
magnetic pigments in order to give a uniform magnetic signal
level . 6
The factors that affect the MICR signal level are as
follows :
1) The percentage weight of magnetic pigment in MICR ink-
the higher the percentage weight, the higher the signal
level for a given amount of ink.
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2) The film thickness of the ink as printed- -the more ink
film thickness, the more iron oxide and a higher signal
level .
3) The quality of check paper- -the better the ink receptivity
and assistance in ink setting, the higher the signal
level .
4) The length of the vertical edges --the longer the vertical
edges of the character, the higher the signal level.
5) The skewness of the characters- -the magnetic signal level
will decrease, if the character skews.
6) Voids- -the larger the void, the lower the signal level.
7) The speed of the document- -the faster the speed, the
higher the signal level.
8) The distance between the read head and the character- - the
larger the gap, the lower the signal level.
Moreover, there are many factors that cause automatic reading
difficulties for the reader and sorting machines; for
example, extraneous ink, ragged edges, improper spacing and
dimension, low signal levels, and print embossment. The
quality of the paper and the variety of reader/sorters also
play roles in reading difficulties.
There are two major types of magnetic recognition
systems: waveform, and matrix. Waveform recognition systems
are the older systems and are less expensive. They are slow
and are suitable for low to medium volume. They use a dc
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magnetic head for the "write" head, and read MICR numbers by
a 0.003 inch streak at a time.7 If the MICR numbers are
printed too deeply (debossment) , the magnetic signal level
will be too low to be read by these systems. As a result,
these systems are much less tolerant of printing errors like
irregular wave shape due to variations in magnetic flux.
Matrix recognition systems were developed by IBM in
1960 's. They are much more expensive and are more suitable
in high volume sorting. They use an ac magnet for the
"write" head and read the MICR numbers by many small
matricies (0.017 inch by 0.017 inch each).8 These systems
are very tolerant for most MICR printing errors, but not for
low signal levels or severe printing errors. Therefore,
printers have to carefully control the quality of the MICR
printing in order to minimize rejection.
The format of the clear band at the bottom edge of the
check is generally divided in three principal fields:
"Transit Number" field, "On us" field, and "Amount" field.
The Transit Number Field, which normally locates between
positions 33-43, indicates the district and branch through
which a document is processed. The On Us Field, which
normally locates between positions 14 31, indicates
information which the individual banks need. There is no
recommendation for On -Us structure. The Amount Field, which
normally locates between positions 1-12, indicates the amount
14
which is paid by that check. Reading from right to left, the
first field, which is the Amount Field, and the third
field, which is the Transit Number Field, are common
fields with fixed formats for all users. The second field,
which is the On Us Field, is a variable format field. Its
formats are
determined*
by the needs of the institution and
the capabilities of the machine to be used in the check
printing process. The printer prints only the Transit Number
Field and the On Us Field whereas the Amount Field is printed
by the bank during the clearing time.
MIN. DISTANCE
TO EDGE IS 0.125
Figure 2. Format for Paper Checks Showing the Transit
Number Field, On -Us Field, and Amount Field.
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There are two types of numbers on MICR checks; fixed
numbers and running numbers. Most of the numbers are fixed
numbers except those in the "transaction and processing
codes"
section of the On Us Field which are running numbers.
Both letterpress and offset lithography print the running
numbers by a serial numbering head. However, there are only
four digits of the running numbers compared to more than 20
digits of the fixed numbers which have been traditionally
printed by either the letterpress or the offset process.
Letterpress , one of the testing processes for this
thesis, is a relief printing system. It is the oldest and
most versatile method of printing and was developed before
photography was invented. Printing is done from cast metal
type on which the image areas are raised above the non- image
areas. Ink rollers touch only the top of the raised area,
and not the surrounding lower areas (non-image areas) .
Therefore, these lower areas do not accept ink. 9 The ink is
transferred directly to the paper by pressure from a flat or
cylindrical impression surface.1*^ The distinctive features
for recognizing letterpress are a more pronounced or hard
ridge of ink around the edge of the letter (can be seen with
a magnifying glass) and a slight embossing on the back side
of the paper. The advantages of the letterpress process are
the flexibility for position arrangement and type
corrections, particularly during a run. Moreover, the
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printing of a uniform ink film thickness is an important
asset, too. However, a ring of ink or serrated edges around
the image along with a slow press speed are disadvantages of
the letterpress process.
In the letterpress MICR printing process, many vertical
job presses are used. The unique features in construction of
the vertical job press are that the motion of the bed of the
press is vertical. To illustrate, the bed moves up and down,
instead of horizontally. Also, the impression cylinder moves
up and down in the opposite direction of the bed coming in
contact with the metal type. This reciprocating motion
results in the almost total elimination of vibration as well
as in a saving in power consumption. In addition, the ease
of access to the bed, cylinder, and roller mechanism, minimal
floor space, accurate register, firm impression, and uniform
inking are also other advantages . H
In order to print good MICR by the letterpress process,
the printer should use the lightest possible impression
setting which, at the same time, allows enough contact
between the metal type and paper. This will give a perfect
image with a sharp outline. Furthermore, the impression
indentation should not be detected by the eye or touch on the
back of the document. Also, the amount of ink used should be
in a quantity to give a sharp and even image as well as has a
minimum of "squeeze
out," "voids," and minimum "growth" from
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the metal type to the printed character. Normally, growth
should not exceed 0.003 inch on line width and over-all
width. Over -inking will cause excessive growth as well as
splatter. The splatter, which is one of the most serious
problems in reading MICR, causes the reader/sorter to misread
or reject that document. Finally, ink fountain agitators are
needed to keep the iron oxide pigments suspended in the
magnetic ink rather than being precipitated to the bottom of
the ink fountain . !2
A Linotype casting machine, with a special E-13B font,
is also widely used for the letterpress process. It is
equipped with direct input of data from the computer. The
machine then casts a set of one-piece lines of metal type for
each check order which then are ready for the press.
Another printing process is offset lithography. The
discovery of lithography was made around 1796 by Alois
Senefelder, a German musician and playwright.13 Offset
lithography is a planographic printing system, the printing
surface being a plane surface curved into a cylinder. The
image area and non- image area are chemically separated, that
is, the image area has water-repellent and ink -receptive
properties, and, conversely, the non-image area has a water-
receptive and ink -repellent properties. When ink is applied,
it therefore adheres only to the image areas. Another
feature for most lithographic systems is the indirect
18
printing principle, namely, ink is not transferred directly
to the paper or other substrate directly from the plate. It
is first transferred onto a rubber "blanket" and from there
is "offset" to the substrate. This technique requires a
right reading plate because the image becomes wrong reading
on the blanket and right reading again on the substrate.
The major advantages of the offset principle are that
the soft rubber surface of the blanket gives a clearer
impression, smoother print, and lack of embossment compared
to letterpress. Neither are there rings of ink or serrated
edges on the image.
However, in printing MICR with the offset process, the
printer must be aware of the proper balance between ink and
water. The over -wetting may cause tinting (unwanted even
tones of solid color appear on the unprinted area of the
paper) , ink emulsif ication (water in fountain solution mixing
with an oil in the ink and causing image enlargement) , and
insufficient -wetting which may cause scumming (a film of ink
printing in the unprinted area of a plate where it should not
print). All of these cases are considered as "splatter"
(excessive ink in the unprinted areas) which is unwanted.
Also, under certain circumstances, a loose blanket can cause
slur or double imaging.
Most of the offset check printers in this country use a
computer- to -plate system. This system uses a computer and a
19
scanner to manipulate and digitize graphics before making a
plate. Software in the system can create text to merge with
the graphics, and also operate a laser platemaker (such as a
Lasercomp by Monotype, or an APS -6 by Autologic) . The laser
platemaker uses either a helium neon laser (red) or argon
laser to create an image on the silver digital plate (such as
the Mitsubishi Silver Digiplate by Mitsubishi Paper Mills,
Onyx by 3M, and Setprint by Agfa-Gevaert) . Each type of
plate needs a specific type of laser, but most of them need a
helium neon laser. Wide format plates (108 picas or 18
inches) are the standard width printing plate for the check
printing industry. During the plate processing system, the
plates will be passed through an activator (developer) ,
stabilizer, and water. The run length of these plates is
between 5,000 to 10,000 impressions. Finally, one of the
most important advantages of this computer- to -plate system is
the ability to automate the entire check printing process.
The other printing process to be investigated in this
study is ion deposition printing. It is a
non- impact
printing process which utilizes an electronically generated
and manipulated printing procedure. The ion deposition
system was first invented 12 years ago by the Dennison
Manufacturing Company, located in Waltham, Massachusetts.
Dennison formed a new company, Delphax systems, located in
Randolph, Massachusetts, with the Canada Development
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Corporation to market ion printing technology in 1981.
Xerox Corporation acquired Canada Development Corporation's
interest in Delphax and was an equal investor with
Dennison.14 In December 1987, Unisys Corporation bought $50
million of ion deposition printing devices from Delphax added
its own software and packaging, and resold them.15 This is a
sign of the growing use of ion deposition printing equipment.
"Ion deposition printing systems use a print cartridge
to create an ion charged pattern of dots on a dielectric
receiving drum. The charge pattern is toned with dry ink,
and transferred and fixed to paper under high pressure cold
fusion. The drum is scraped clean and the residual charge
neutralized by an erase rod."1^ The heart of the ion
deposition printing system is the Image Output Module (IOM) .
Its make up or architecture consists of five sub- systems:
electrostatic image creation, image development, simultaneous
image transfer and fixing to paper, dielectric surface
cleaning, and residual image erasure.17 The major advantage
of ion -deposition is that the input of personal customer data
can be made directly to the computer and printed on the
checks without going through the typesetting stage that is
required of the letterpress and offset processes. The
process is seemingly faster and more accurate because of this
direct interface.
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Compared with other non- impact printers, ion deposition
is less expensive and more reliable than the laser printing
system. It requires fewer steps than the laser system,
because the paper moves through a shorter path, thus
decreasing paper jams. It is less complicated also because
it has approximately only one -third of the moving parts, of
the laser system.18 Moreover, the image is transferred and
fixed by cold pressure onto the paper with a toner transfer
greater than 9 9 percent.19 However, the quality of the image
by ion-deposition is lower than that of the laser printing
system. Also, the toner sometimes flakes off and causes
document alteration20 (changing number in the document) . To
prevent flaking, these checks should be passed over a special
hot drum in order to melt the plastic toner and bind it to
the check paper .
The check paper which is used for MICR printing should
contain a minimum of magnetic particles- - such as iron or
other ferromagnetic materials- -so that there is a minimum of
error when the checks go through the reader machine. Such
particles have been known to appear in check paper from time-
to -time through its manufacturing process, but occurs mostly
in recycled paper. Also, the check paper must meet
specifications as outlined in the ANSI specifications X9.18-
1986 (Paper Specifications for Checks) .
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In this study, the various characteristics necessary for
quality reproduction will be examined using the letterpress,
offset lithography, and ion deposition printing system.
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CHAPTER III
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
In this study, the quality of MICR is obviously
emphasized because the average cost of a rejected check is
$0.87.1 Also, the latest data source estimated that 50
billion checks would be run through the reader/sorter of
American financial institutions in 1986.2 ^n average process
rejection rate is 2%3, so the annual repair cost is assumed
to be $870 million (from 50 billion checks * $ 0.87 * 2%).
From the above data, one can see the necessity of product
quality- No longer is the price a prime consideration for
the customer because users are becoming aware that a small
difference in price can be easily negated by reject handling
costs. So, it behooves all printers to minimize their
rejection rate.
Finding a suitable printing system for the MICR is
indeed an essential factor to minimize the rejection rate.
Each system has its own advantages and disadvantages.
At the present time, there is no study comparing quality
of the three different bank check printing processes:
letterpress, offset lithography, and ion deposition.
However, there are some related articles talking about this
subject. For example, from an article "Alive and Well in
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Security Printing" by Patrick Smith in "Form" Magazine, June
1986, mentioned the problems of non-impact printing in MICR,
compared to letterpress impact printing. He said the non
impact printing systems produced poor images which may not be
read or scanned. They are very costly to operate, and the
document is not secure because it can be changed by erasing
with water. This document must be prevented from document
alteration by applying some costly coating. The MICR number
which is produced from the impact printing process is clear,
well -formed, and easy to read or scan. This document cannot
be easily altered because the impact printing process uses
permanent ink. However, another recent development in
preventing document alteration in non- impact printing is
heating the printed documents by xenon flash tubes. This
will improve the adhesion of toner to paper.
There is another report: Magnetic Ink Printing and
Evaluation Guide by Seattle -First National Bank talking about
development of magnetic ink printing and evaluating devices
for testing MICR. This paper suggests using a Glardon Gauge
# 12594 for measuring character spacing, character alignment,
and character skew; a stationary magnifier for measuring
character dimension, extraneous and voids; a light microscope
for measuring an embossment; and a magnetic signal tester for
measuring a signal level. At the end of this paper, testing
and sampling techniques for quality control are recommended.
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There is also a report from X9B (check) subcommittee of
X9 - Financial Service Committee of the American National
Standards Institute. This report tested whether MICR which
was printed from various printing systems, especially non
impact printing systems, have appeared as a build-up of
magnetic ink in the transport mechanism of some types of
processing equipment and have appeared as flakes (extraneous
ink) on other items. A full MICR code line was printed on
test samples using 24 lb. grain long white bond paper. There
were 10,000 samples and all were passed 30 times on each of 7
reader/sorters. There were a total of 300,000 items passed.
The results were that there were no problems if the samples
were properly printed. However, there was an extreme caution
aimed at the users of these various technologies that they
use proper paper, ink, and production procedures as suggested
by the vendor or manufacturer.
In this study, the ANSI standard of print specifications
for MICR will be used in evaluating the samples. Some of the
testing devices will be the same as the devices recommended
by Magnetic Ink Printing and Evaluating Guide.




The mean scores for the ion-deposition printing system
will be equal to the letterpress and the offset lithographic
systems5.
-This will be true for character dimensional accuracy
-This will be true for distance between characters
-This will be true for character alignment and skewness
-This will be true for ink void and extraneous ink
-This will be true for embossment
-This will be true for magnetic signal level
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
In considering any printing system, there are many
characteristics of that system that cannot be measured in the
short term. For example, the quality of the printed products
over the long term is difficult to measure. The reliability
of the printing system is also difficult to measure over a
period of time, as well as the endurance of that system,
especially for a new system like ion-deposition printing.
Moreover, the quality of the service and the availability of
the spare parts in the future are also important. This is
because many computer -like machines, which are in the early
stages of development are drastically improved over a short
period of time, therefore causing the manufacturers to
discontinue production and produce new models instead. This
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can create a big problem for the printer. Another factor
which is difficult to evaluate is whether the printed
products will look pleasing to the customers. This factor
therefore deals with customers' perception and preferences,
which tend to be changed by time. In addition, the different
tastes that exist among different groups may make a printed
product pleasing for one group and not acceptable to another.
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To analyze properly the MICR printing system along with
letterpress, offset and ion-deposition systems in this
thesis, test samples from each system were needed. The
letterpress and the offset lithography samples were printed
at the John Harland Company, and the ion deposition samples
were printed at Moore Business Forms Inc.
In order to have an unbiased evaluation, certain
conditions had to be controlled when the test samples were.
run. Temperature and humidity readings were taken at each of
the two testing sites. The same kind of standard check
paper1 was used for letterpress and lithography. The ion
deposition used a different paper which is normally used with
that process. Because each printing system has its own
characteristics, the inks and toners used were appropriate to
each system or process to assure the best reproduction
possible. Another condition to be controlled was the time
between the printing of the test samples and their
measurement. To be reasonably sure of the long term magnetic
properties of each system, a minimum of three days would pass
between the printing and measurement processes. This is
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because each system needed a different time to dry and
oxidize with the air.
A total of 200 checks were printed by each system. They
were printed together with regular checks except those
printed by the ion deposition process which were specially
printed for this study. The details for each printing system
are as follows:
Letterpress :
This process used 24 lb. MICR bond1 and chemical
sensitized paper (a color spot will be shown when a document
alteration is attempted by some chemicals) . The green safety
background and some black fixed images (format of a check;
date, amount box) were printed before printing with magnetic
ink. The same pre-printed safety paper was used for the
sample tests in the offset lithography process.
Type for the letterpress samples were produced by a
computer controlled typesetting machine, a Linotype Electron.
This machine was produced by the Mergenthaler Linotype
Company. After the type was made, it was checked and set in
a Miehle Vertical press.
Magnetic Ink for the letterpress was made by Flint Ink.
The press speed was 3,500 sheets per hour. The temperature




This process used the same check paper as the
letterpress process. Only customer information (name,
address, and account number) were printed by this
lithographic step.
The pre-press step in this process is a computer-to-
plate system. The E-13B font and the format were digitally
created by a micro computer with special software, and
customer logos were put in the format through a scanner.
This computer also drove an imagesetter, Lasercomp Mk2 . The
imagesetter or laser plate exposure was made by Monotype
Incorporated in England. The imagesetter used a Helium Neon
laser to create images on the plate. The resolution was
1,000 lines per inch. In order to work "well with the laser
plate exposure, the offset lithographic system used are Onyx
plate by 3M. This plate is a silver digiplate and is
polymer -based. It is sensitive to a Helium Neon laser. This
plate was developed by a LogE MTR 26 plate processor and was
passed through a 3M Onyx developer, a 3M Onyx stabilizer, and
water. This plate was then punched by an optical puncher.
The optical puncher is needed because printing MICR needs a
very precise registration. The two punch holes help the
press operator to mount the plate precisely.
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The press used in this printing process was a Sakurai
Oliver Model 52. The blanket used was a S-7 000 DYC Kinyo
3 -ply compressible blanket. The thickness was 0.066 inch.
An AB Dick Offset Magnetic Black ink model 3-301 was used to
print the sample. The fountain solution used was a
Mitsubishi Silver Master SLM-OD. The ratio of fountain
solution to water was 1:6. Also, 35 drops of acid were added
in 5.25 gallon of fountain solution to obtain 4.8 pH.
The press speed was 8,000 sheets per hour. The
temperature in the plant was 72 degree Fahrenheit, and the
relative humidity was 55 %.
Ion deposition:
This process used 24 lb. bond paper. There was no
background or any other pre-printed process used in these
samples .
The samples were printed by an ion deposition printing
machine developed by Moore Business Forms. The engine in
this machine was built by Delphax company. Toner was used
for this process instead of ink.
Measurement :
A total of 200 checks from each printing system were
printed, and 10 out of 20 0 were picked randomly from each
printing process to be used as test samples for this project.
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Though only twelve characters; figures from 0 to 9 ,
Transit symbol and On us symbol from each check were measured
and evaluated, there are many printed characteristics to be
measured and evaluated.
First, the accuracy of the character dimension was
measured. In this evaluation, the width of each character
was measured by an MICR analyzer, MICR-MATE2. This MICR-MATE
can also measure magnetic signal level, spacing of
characters, distance of characters to right edge of document,
correctness of field format, and so on. Then measurements of
the width of the characters from the MICR-MATE were compared
to width specifications in ANSI X3.2-1970 (R1976)3. After
comparing these measurements with the ANSI specifications,
each measurement from the MICR-MATE was converted into a
quality score.
The converting process started by finding the difference
between each result and each specification, and then making
this numerical difference absolute (always a plus value) .
After that, this numerical difference was divided by the
width in the specification and multiplied by 100. This
number then indicates the amount of the difference from the
specification. By subtracting this number from 100, the
quality of dimensional accuracy for each character can be
determined. For example, the width of character
"0" in the
specification is 0.091 inch, and from measuring the sample,
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it is 0.089 inch. The quality score is equal 98.46 (100
the absolute value of (0 . 091 - 0 . 089 ) /0 . 091) . Using this
converting system the perfect score is 100, which means that
the measurement from the test sample is equal to the ANSI
specifications. Also, the higher score indicates higher
character dimensional accuracy.
All the values were run in Jazz4 software because there
were more than 4,0 00 values to be calculated and evaluated.
This software calculated quality scores for all measurements.
Then the mean score and variance from each printing process
were calculated.
Second, the distance between the characters was
measured. This printed characteristic was measured by the
MICR-MATE too. The measurements were then converted to
quality scores by the same procedure. The width of the
reference space (the width of the space in the ANSI
specifications) is 0.125 inch and the tolerance was +/-0.01
inch. Again, the mean score and variance for each printing
system were calculated.
Third, the character alignment and skewness were
measured by the Glardon gauge5 # 1259. This gauge has been
designed to be used for testing E-13B Magnetic Code Printing
and layout such as character skew, character alignment,
character spacing, voids, extraneous ink, and so on.
Moreover, an optical comparator by Scheer Tumico6 was used to
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help in measuring these two characteristics. The tolerance
for the alignment was +/ 0.015 inch, and the maximum
allowable character skew was +/ 1.5 degrees measured with
respect to the bottom edge of the document. However, there
was no obvious misalignment and skewness in these samples.
All printing systems got perfect scores of 100. Therefore,
these two printed characteristics shared the same table,
which will be shown in the next chapter .
Fourth, the extraneous ink was measured. Extraneous
ink is defined as magnetic ink, other than the printed
character, located within the 0.625 inch common language
clear band. It is usually described as splatter, smear,
tracking, feathering, stringing out, toning, back offset,
background, etc. The result is not acceptable if it is
"visible" to the experienced eye without the aid of a
magnifying device.
In this measurement, the Scheer Tumico Comparator and a
special magnetic ink comparator which has a scale to measure
extraneous ink, voids, character skewness, character width,
were used to measure the size of extraneous inks. The
extraneous ink was measured in units of square inches.
These measurements were then converted to quality scores by
the following formula: 100 (the size of the extraneous *
1000) . The mean score and variance for each printing system
were then calculated.
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Fifth, the ink voids were measured. The measurement
for this printed characteristic used exactly the same
procedures as with the extraneous inks. The maximum allowance
for a single void anywhere in the character should not be
larger than 0.008 * 0.008 square inch.
Sixth, trie embossment (or debossment) was measured.
In the ANSI specifications, the embossment is defined as a
physical impression of the type face made in the printing
surface. An embossment machine by the Stangert Corporation7
was used to measure the embossment. The detectable embossment
should not exceed 0.001 inch in depth on the front of the
document according to the specifications. Then the
measurements were converted to quality scores by using the
same procedure as the extraneous inks and the ink voids .
Seventh, the magnetic signal level was measured, this
magnetic signal level is a relative signal level, which is a
relative ratio comparing the signal level being measured and
the nominal signal level (a signal obtained from a reference
standard printing sample) of that character. The relative
magnetic signal levels were measured by three different
testers; MICR-MATE (produced by Checkmate Electronics Inc.),
Qualifier (The latest tester which uses the same reading
head as a NCR 777 0 reader/sorter, produced by Clearwave
Electronics Inc.), and SignaMeasure II ( produced by I & I
Systems Inc.). All of the three testers were calibrated
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before measuring the magnetic signal level. Three different
testers were used because each tester uses different
mechanics in measuring magnetic signal level. Therefore,
there are three different relative signal levels for one
document. Moreover, from Checkmate Electronic 's document,
the primary reference standard for calibration has been lost
for a period of five years or more. However, the range of
the acceptance relative signal level in the ANSI
specification is quite broad, 50% to 200%. This tolerance
could therefore absorb some problems from discord between
each tester.
The measurements from each tester were converted to
quality scores with the same procedures as the character
dimensional accuracy and the character space. For example,
the relative signal from the SignaMeasure II for character 1
of the letterpress was 125%. So the quality score was equal
to 75 (100 the absolute value of (100-125) *100/100) .
Eighth, the uniformity of magnetic signal level
between character was measured. The same measurements from
each tester were used. However, the procedures to convert
these measurements into quality scores were different. This
procedure compared each relative signal to the average signal
of that character for all ten samples in the same printing
process. For example, the same relative signal from the
SignaMeasure II for character 1 of the letterpress is 125%.
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So the quality score is 94.8 (100 - the absolute value of
(125-118.8) *100/118. 8) . The number 118.8 is the average
magnetic signal level of 10 samples printed by letterpress
and measured by the SignaMeasure II.
In conclusion, all of the measurements from each printed
characteristic in three different printing processes were
converted into quality scores. In one printed characteristic,
there were 120 quality scores in each printing system because
there were 12 different characters in one printed sample and
there were 10 samples for each printing process. Therefore,
there was a total of 360 quality scores for each printed
characteristic. The mean score, which was the average score
of these 120 quality scores for each printing system, was
then calculated. Also, the mean variance for each printing
system was calculated from these 120 quality scores.
Finally, there was only one mean score and one mean variance
for each printed characteristic in each printing system to be
evaluated. The evaluation method will be explained in the
next chapter.
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FOOTNOTE FOR CHAPTER IV
In the United States, there was an ANSI specifications for
check paper, which is ANSI X9. 18 -1986. However, in Europe,
the Committee of London Clearing Bankers set a standard for
check
_
paper on the 19 May 1971. The following are the
Clearing Banks' Paper Specification Number 1 or CBSl paper
specifications .
1. Basis Weight 96 gsm.+/-5 percent
2. Thickness Not less than 0.00425 inch
3 . Smoothness :
Bendtsen Roughness Top and wire side not greater
than 160 ml. per minute.
4. Stiffness:
Taber V.5 CD 1.2 Taber units minimum
MD 3.0 Taber units minimum
Clark CD 46 Clark units minimum
MD 115 Clark units minimum
B.S. Stiffness CD 0.3 grammes force minimum
MD 0.74 grammes force minimum
5. Porosity:
Gurley 25 seconds per 100 ml. minimum
6. Internal tearing 80 grammes force minimum in
Resistance the machine and cross
direction
(The test paper should have been pre-conditioned which
have 65 percent humidity and 68 degree Fahrenheit.)
2 The MICR-MATE analyzer is produced by MICR-MATE Inc., 518
Sutters Point Drive, Atlanta Georgia 3 0328
3 American National Standard print specifications for
magnetic ink character recognition, published by American
National Standards Institute, 1430 Broadway, New York 10018.
4 The Jazz software is a fully integrated software package
that provides all the tools for increasing productivity and
making decisions effectively. It is comprised of five
programs; spreadsheets, word processing, graphs, database,
and data communications .
5 Glardon Precision Gage Co. 32 Phillips lane, Darien,
Connecticut 06820.
6 In St. James, Minnesota.




The measurement results were analyzed by the score
method, which was described in the earlier chapter, and one
way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used. The mean scores
indicated the quality of each printing process, while the
ANOVA indicated whether these three different printing
systems gave us significantly different results.
The ANOVA is a tool for testing significant differences
between two or more group means. Moreover, when the ANOVA
model is used, four assumptions must be made: (1) each sample
is normally distributed; (2) the variances for each group are
equal; (3) the subjects are randomly selected from the
population; and (4) the scores are statistically independent.
They have no concomitant relationship with any other score.
In the ANOVA, the null hypothesis for each aspect was
that these means were equal; uletterpress
= ulithography =
uion deposition. The alternative hypothesis was that these
means were not equal. This meant that the null hypothesis
would be supported if the differences among the samples were
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small and not significantly different. The alternative
hypothesis would be supported if at least some of the
differences among the sample means were large or
significantly different. The ANOVA compared an F ratio,
which is the ratio of estimate variance based on the
variation among each printing process and estimate of
variance based on the variation within the same printing
process, to F values from the table at 99% degree of
confidence. The estimate variance which is based on the
variation among each printing process was a product of a
number of samples from each printing process (120) and a
variance of the means from each process. The estimate of
variance which was based on the variation within the same
printing process was an average variance of three printing
processes. If the calculated F ratio exceeded the F value
from the table, the null hypothesis would be rejected. This
meant that three different printing processes yielded
different results.
The analysis started from the character dimensional
accuracy aspect which showed the results in the following
tables:
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Table 1: Character Dimensional Accuracy - Letterpress
[ } } | | DATA ANALYSIS FOR \ \ ] ] \
\ } | | [CHARACTER DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY ; ; j I
[ | I JPRINTING SYSTEM {Letterpress j ; j j ; \
i ! JSamples (measure in inch) 1 I j 1 j I
[Char | i| 2; 3; 4| 5| k\ 7; 8? 9? 'lO?Reference ?
[ 0; 0.09; 0.089; 0.09; 0.09; 0.089; 0.09; 0.09; 0 . 09; 0 . 089; 0 . 089; Io.091;
1; 0.051; 0.051; 0.049; 0.048; 0.051; 0.051; 0.051! 0.051; 0.051! 0.051; j 0.052;
j 2; 0.049J 0.049; 0.051; 0.051; 0.049; 0.049; 0.049? 0 . 05? 0 . 049? 0 . 049? ? 0.052?
j 3| 0 . 064j 0.064; 0.064; 0.064; 6.0631 0 . 063? 0 . 064? 0 . 065? 0.064? 0.064? ? 0.065?
4; 0.078; 0.077; 0.078; 0.077; 0.077; 0.077; 0.078; 0.078? 0.078? 0.077? ? 0.078;
5; 0.064; 0.062! 0.064; 0.064; 0.063! 0.063! 0.064! 0.064? 0.064; 0.063? ? 0.065?
; 6; 0.077; 0.076; 0.076; 0.077; 0.076; 0.076! 0.076; 0.077; 0.076! 0.077; ; 0.078!
; 7j 0.064! 0.063; 0.064; 0.063; 0.064; 0.064; 0.065! 0.064; 0.064; 0.063; ; 0.065!
; 8; 0.089; 0.088; 0.089; 0.088; 0.089; 0.089; 0.089; 0.089; 0.088; 0.089; | 0.091;
9; 0.077! 0.076; 0.076; 0.076; 0.076; 0.077; 0.076; 0.075; 0.076; 0.076; ; 0.078;
JTransit j 0.09; 0.09; 0.09; 0.09! 0.09; 0.09; 0.09; 0.09; 0.095; 0.09; ; 0.091;
;Onus ? 0.09?0.089; 0.09; 0.089; 0.09; 0.09; 0.09; 0.09! 0.09; 0.089! ! 0.091;
> * + i * ? ? ? ? ? + i * *
; JScore;;;:!!!! Average !
[ 0? 98.90; 97.80; 98.90; 98.90J 97.80! 98 .90; 98 .90; 98 .90; 97 .80! 97 .80; ; 98.46;
? 1? 98.08; 98.08J 94.23! 92.31; 98.08; 98.08; 98.08; 98.08; 98.08; 98.08; ! 97.12;
? *2? 94.23? 94.23? 98 . 08? 9 8 . 08? 9 4 . 23 ; 94 . 23 ; 94 . 2 3 ; 96 . 1 5 ; 94 . 23j 94 . 23 ; j 95 .19;
? 3? 98 .46? 98 . 46? 98 . 46? 98 . 46; 96 . 92; 96 . 92; 98.46; 100; 98 . 46; 98 .46; ; 98 . 31;
[ 100? 98772? 100?98.72j98.72;98.72; 100; 100; 1.00 1.98 .72! ; 99.36;
[ 5r987r6T9F."38T98 . 46? 98 . 46; 96 . 92| 96 . 92; 98 . 46; 98 . 46; 981 . 46ij 96 .92; j 97 .69!
; 6?"s18.7'2? 97.4 4? 97 . 4 4? 98 . 7 2 j 97 . 4 4 j 97 . 4 4 ! 97 A4| 91 8 . 7 2[\ 97 . 4M 9 8 . 7 2\ j 97 . 9 5;|
[ 7?'gi74 6? 96792? 98746? 96 .92? 98.46; 98.46; 100! 98 .46| 98 .46| 96i. 92| |.98;15}
; 8? 97 .80? 96 .70? 97 .80? 96 .7 0! 97 .80; 97 .80; 97 .801 97 .80[ 96 ;7 0| 97 ^SOJ |.97;47;
f 'gTg'87'72T97744? 97 .44; 97 .44; 97 .44! 98 .72! 97 .44! 96 .15; 97 .44! 97 .44; ; 97 .56;
JTransit ? 98.90? 98.90? 98 .90? 98 .90? 98.90J 98 ^90| 98 ;90| 98 . 90| 95; . 60| 98 . 90; j 98 ..57;
jOn"us ? 9 8 . 9 0? 97 . 8 0? 98. 9"6? 97 . 8i0? 9 8 . 90| 98 . 90| 98 . 90| 9 8_._90| 98_._9 01 97 . 80| j 9 81 . 57 1
[T^Si...a.Y.e.a.?e....s.cr....|.l:.7"l i I t 1 ! f ! ! 1
[variancT'for
""ail"
scores"'"?L 983 j j lAltS.v^.usted |.2.000; j j
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Table 2: Character Dimensional Accuracy Lithography
| ] I { | DATA ANALYSIS FOR } ; ] } ]
\ | | | JCHARACTER DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY ? ; ; I
[ | | JPRIOTING SYSTEM {Lithography; ? ? ; I i
I ! jSamples (measure in inch) ; ; ; j ; ;
jCharv. ] l] 2] 3] 4; 5? 6; 7j 8; 9! lOJReference ;
0| 0.088; 0.088; 0.087; 0.088! 0.087; 0.088; 0.088; 0.088; 0.089! 0.088; j 0.091;
| .U..9.:..9i|-9.:..9.^.9| .9.: 05- 50! 0 . 050? 0 . 050? 6 . 050?"ci"."o51? Ci . 050? 0 . 051? ? 0 . 052?
[ 2| 0 . 051| 0 . 050| 0 . 050; 0 . 049; 0 . 050; 0 . 050; 0 . 051; 0 . 050? 0 . 050; 0 . 049; j 0 . 052;
!
.?.|..9..:..9l.?.|..9.:..96.?l
0 . 061; 0 . 063; 0 . 062? 0 .062? 0 .063? 0.062? 0 .062? 0 . 062? ? 0 . 065]
; 4; 0.077; 0.076; 0.076; 0.076; 0 . 075? 0 . 076? 0 . 076? 0 . 076? 0.076? 0.075? j 0.078;
; 5; 0 . 062; 0 . 062? 0 . 0 . 062?"67 06 3? 6". 061? 0 . 06 3? 0 . 063? 0 . 063? 0.063? ? 0 . 065;
[ 6| 0 . 07 8? Ci . 076? 6 . 076? 0 . 076? 6 '. 077? 0 07'6? 0 . 075? 0 . 076? 0 . 07 6? 6 . 076: j 0 .07 8?
7; 0.063; 0.063! 0.063; 0.063; 0.063; 0.062; 6.063; 0.063; 0.063; 0.062; ; 0.065;
I 8; 0.090; 0.089; 0.089; 0.090; 6.089! 0.089; 0.089; 0.089; 0.089; 0.089; ; 0.091!
[ 9? 0.077? 0.076? 0.076J 0.076J 6.076! 6.076; 0.076; 0.076; 0.076; 0.076! I 0.078;
?Transit ? 0.091; 0.089J 0.089; 0.089; 0.090; 0.090; 0 . 089; 0 . 090; 0 . 089; 0 . 089! ; 0.091;
lOn us ! 0.0891 0.089i 0.089: 0.089; 0.089; 0.089; 0.088; 0.089; 0.089; 0.089; ; 0.091;
> + i * ? ? .....+ 4. . . 4 . 4
> i + i ? ? i ? ? * * * * *
j JSCORE ; ; I ; ! I I Average ;
[ 6? 96.7 0? 96. 70? 95. 60; 96.7 0; 95.60; 96.7 0; 96.7 0; 96.7 0; 97.80; 96.7 0; ; 96.59;
[ 1? 98.08? 96.15? 96.15? 96.15; 96.15; 96.15; 96.15; 98.08; 96.^15| 98 . 08; :.96;73:
[ 2? 98 .08?'967l5? 96.15? 94 . 23? 96 . 15; 96 .15; 8] 96L15J 96..15;; 94 . 23| :..?6^15;
I '3? 96 . 92?"95738? 93 .85? 96 . 92? 95 .38! 95.38! 96 ^92| 95 . 38] 95^38] 95 . 38 j ]..9.5.;.69]
[ 4? 98772? 97744? 97 .44? 97 .44? 96 .15; 97 .44; 97 ^44] 97 ^44] 97' .Ai\ 96 .15] ]..?l;.3l]
[ 5?95 . 38? 95.38? 96. 92? 95.38? 96 . 92] 93i . 85] 96 ^92] 96. 92] ._92] 961 . 92] ] 96. . 15]
j 6? 100? 97 .44? 97.441 97.44J 98.72; 97.44; 96.15! 97.44; 97.44; 97.44; ; 97.69!
| 96792? 96. 92? 96 .92? 96.92? 96 . 92! 95 .38] ;, 92] 961 . 92] 96. . 92] 95i . 38] ] 96. ^62]
[ 8r9879"oT'98oT97 . 80? 98.90; 97 . 80! 97 . 80! 97 . 80; 97 . 80; 97 . 80; 97 . 80; ; 98 . 02;
f 9? 9877 2? 97 44; 97.44! 97.44J 97.44; 97.44; 97.44; 97.44! 97.44; 97.44; ; 97.56;
JTransit '"I loot
"97"
"so? 97 .80? 97 . 80; 98.90; 98 . 90] 97^.80] 98 .90] 97 .80] 97 ..80] ] 98 . 35]
iOn'us 1 97 .B 0? 97 .8 0? 97 .8 6? 97 . 80; 97 . 80] 97 . 80] 96 ^7 0] 97
'
. 80] 97 ..80] 97 .80] ] 97\ 69]
[l^a.L.a.Y.eale....s.cr....l.:.| | | | 1 | | | | |
!VarTance*for"'air'sc^res ?T"253? ? ?Af ter^adjusted U..264] ] ]
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Table 3 : Character Dimensional Accuracy - Ion deposition
; DATA ANALYSIS FOR
i ill ;CHARACTER DIMENSIONAL ACCURACY
j i.?.?!?.?!.^...?.^3^1^ lion-deposition





2] 3; 4; 5! 6; 7; 8





















0.050; 0.050; 0.049! 0.049; 0.049; 0.050
0.049! 0.050; 0.050; 0.049; 0.049; 0.050
0.051; 0.050; ; 0.052;







0.063; 0.061; 0.063; 0.061; 0.061; 0.061
0.080; 0.081; 0.081! 0.080; 0.080; 0.080
0.061; 0.061; 0.061; 0.065; 0.062; 0.065
0.075; 0.076; 0.077; 0.073; 0.076; 0.074
0.063; 0.062; 0.061; 0.062! 0.062; 0.061
0.089; 0.089; 0.088; 0.090! 0.089! 0.088
0.064J0.061; ; 0.065!
0.080; 0.081! i 0.078;
0.061; 0.062; ; 0.065;
0.075! 0.076; ; 0.078;
0.063; 0.063; j 0.065;
0.089; 0.089! ; 0.091;
9 0.079J 0.079 0.081! 0.081; 0.078! 0.081; 0.081; 0.081( 0.080! 0.078! ! 0.078;
[Transit 0.093; 0.093
"





















0 . 092: 0 . 09lj 0 . 092; 0 . 093! 0 . 0911 0 . 091
+ + * ? * '
* * ? ? * '
100; 97.80; 98.90; 98.90; 98.90; 98.90
"96 .15? 96i.15? 94 .23! 94 .23] 94; .23] 96i
94 .23? 96 .15; 96 .15; 94 .23; 94 .23! 96 .15
96 . 92? 93 .85; 96 . 92 j 93 . 85; 93 .85] 931.85
.........|.......| gg 15| g7 .44| 97 .44| 97.44
0.092; 0.091! ! 0.091;
; j Average ;
98.90=98.90] :98.79]
98.08? 96.15? ? 95.58?
94.23; 98.08] ] 95.77]
98.46? 93.85? ?94-77?
97.44; 96.15; ; 96.79;
j 5? 9 3 8? 9 5 .3 8
[ 6?"9T.i5}9..72
[ 7? 93 .85j 93 .85
[ 8? 97.80J 97.80
[ 9? 98.72; 98.72
JTransi t . 8 6] 97 . 8 6
[oil us ; 100; 98.90
93.85! 93.85; 93.85; 100; 95.38; 100
96.15? 97.44; 98.72; 93.59! 97.44; 94.87
96 .92? 95 . 38? 93 . 85; 95 . 38! 95 ..38] 93 . 85
97 .80? 97 .80? 96. 70; 98.90; 9J__._80j_96_.7__0
9 6 .1 5? 96 .15? 1 00 ! 9 6 . 15] 9;6i__._1 .5] S16i_ . _ 1.5
97 .80? 96 .70! 96 .70; 97 .80! 97 .80; 97 .80




97.80; 97.80; ; 97.69?
97.44J 100? ?97.56?
96.70; 96.70; ; 97.36;
98.90? 100? ? 99.34?
> + + + *
JTotal ave
jvariance
?.a.?.L..f?. llL22\ | | 1 1
* + * * *
for al1 scores 13.582! j JM.-flL.3.^. ed ! 3.612! ! ;
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Table 4: ANOVA of Character Dimensional Accuracy
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 97.9 2
Offset lithography 97.05 1.264
Ion deposition 96.77 3.612
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 41.56
Estimate of variance within the samples 2.292
F Ratio 18.13
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
The null hypothesis was rejected because the F Ratio was
larger than the F Value. This indicates that these three
different printing systems have different character
dimensional accuracies. From the mean scores, letterpress
has the best character dimensional accuracy. Lithography and
ion deposition have less character dimensional accuracy,
respectively- However, lithography has the smallest variance
which indicates that lithography has the best character
dimensional stability.
There are many factors that affect character dimensional
accuracy. For example, physical sizes of the types for
letterpress and digital fonts for lithography and ion
deposition, and the characteristics of each printing system.
There was no sign of difficulties from inaccurate character
dimension in reading these samples with each tester.
The following tables were the results of distance
between characters .
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The following tables were the results of distance
between characters.
Table 5: Distance Between Character Letterpress
1 ! ! ! DATA ANALYSIS FOR !
\ I_ \ \ |DISTANCE BETWEEN CHARACTERS
[Letterpress i
IZZIIZZZIZZI]






i 6.127J 0.126i 0.121j








| | !PRINTING SYSTEM
jSamples (measure in inch
[ 1! KZIIKZIIKZZ3
| 0 .123} 0 .124 = 0 . 123 1 0 . 122i 0H23]
L..:.HZi.5.^2.7 = -123l 0.122J 0.124
| 6.123J 0.124! 0.127J 0.127To7l27J
[ 6 .124] 6.125 1 Ci .124i 0 712iT 0 7l26 1
[ 9 . 127J 0.126J 0 . 127 1 0.126; 6.1241
| 6. 124J 6.123! 6.125i 6.125! 6 . 126 1
9! lOjReference i
| 0.123! 0.123; ! 0.125;
[ 6.127; | 6.125;
|__q_.123; 0.123! ! 0.1251
| 0.125! 0.124; ! 0.125;
J0..127! 0.126; j 0.125;
! 0.124! 0.124! ! 0.125;
! 61j 0.126= 0.127J 0.126; 0.126! 0.125! 0.124! 0.126! 0.126!1 0.125! 0.127! ! 0.125;
! 71! 0.124! 0.125! 0.124! 0.124! 0.125! 0.127! 0.125! 0.125!1 0.124= 0.124! ! 0.125!
; 8i1 0.125! 0.125! 0.126! 0.129! 0.125! 0.126! 0.126! 0.125!! 0.126! 0.125! ; 0.125;
! 9ii 0.124! 0.1241 0.1231 0.124! 0.123= 0.124= 0.123! 0.12211 0.123! 0.123! i 0.125;
!Transit j 0.125! 0.126: 0.125! 0.125! 0.126= 0.126= 0.126! 0.126!! 0.125! 0.124! ! 0.125;
[On us i 0.1291 0.129! 0.129! 0.125! 0.13!! 0.129! 0.129! 0.131!! 0.13; 0.13= j 0.125!
tO
j
SCORE ! j { } ]
[ 9874? 99.2i 98. 4 ! 97.6] 98.4 j
98. 4i 98. 4i 98.4= 97.6! 99.2J
98. 4 j 99. 2J 98. 4i 98. 4i 98.4J
: 98.4; 98.4; 98.4;
| 99. 2J 98.4! 98.4;
| 98.4= 98. 4i 98.4;
i99.2i 100J 100;
! ! Average !
98.4! 98.4; ! 98.4=
| 99.2! 98.4; ! 98.56=
98.4; 98.4; ! 98.48;
I 3; 99.2! lOOi 99.2! 100; 99. 2J 1001 99.2! ! 99.6!
; 4! 98. 4| 99.2J 98.4= 99.2J 99._2Ji 98.4! 99.2! 96. 8j! 98.4! 99.2! ! 98.64;







99.2i 98. 4i 99.2J 99.2] 100J
9 2i 100J 99.2J 99._2| 100J
100! 100; 99.2i 96. 8| 100]
9g72i 99.2i 98. 4 1 99.2} 98:4|
100J 99.2i 100! .100} 99.2j
9 67 8 ! 96 . 8J 96.8= 100| 96J
! 99.2; 99.2! 99.2;
7 98. 4i 100i 100;
7"
9975] 99.2! 166]
7 99.2! 98.4i 97.6;
7T9.2! 99.2! 99.2;
[""9678! 96.8= 95.2;
100; 98.4! = 99.2!
! 99.2i 99. 2| | 99.44;




100: 99.2! ! 99.52;
96; 96! ! 96.72=
iTotal average score |..?8.;83j = \
!Variance 1Eor'all scores j 0_._97 0J_ j JAfter adjusted ! 0.978; 1 \
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Table 6: Distance Between Character Lithography
] ] ] ] ] DATA ANALYSIS FOR I I T ; J j
! ! ! ! !DI STANCE BETWEEN CHARACTERS 1 ! ! 1 1
? f f ? ? Y Y Y Y f ? f f 1
? f f f * * ? * ? * ? ? ? <
| | ! ^PRIKTTING^ SYSTEM {Lithography! ! ! ! ! ;
| l {Samples (measure in inch) !!!;;;!
[Ch_ar\ ] 1] 2] 3] 4? 5; 6] 7; 8? 9? 10?Reference ;
] 0] 0 . 125| 0 ^126| 0 ^12 6j 0 . 125] 0 . 126 j 0 . 126? 6 .126? 6 .126? 6 .124? 6 .126? 107125;
] 1] 0.125; 0.126; 0.126! 0.125! 6.126! 0.125! 0.126; 0 . 126? 0 . 124? 6 . 126? ? 0.125?
] 2] 6.125; 0.124! 0.125! 0.125! 6.126! 0 . 125? 6 . 125? 0 . 124? 0 . 126? 0 . 124? ? 0.125?
i 3] 0.125] 0.126! 0.124! 0.126! 0.126! 0 . 125? 0 . 126? 6 . 126? 0 . 125? 0 . 126? ? 0.125?
] 4] 0.125] 0.126! 0.126! 0.125! 0.124! 0 . 125? 0 . 125? 0 . 126? 0 . 126? 0 . 124? ? 0.125?
] 5] 0.125] 0.125] 0.126] 0.125! 0.126! 0 . 125? 0 .126? 0 .126? 0 . 124? 0 . 126? ? 0.125?
; 6] 0 . 126] 6 . 125] 0 . 125] 6 . 126! 0 . 127 ! 0 . 126? 6 . 125? 6 . 124? 0 . 126? 0 . 126? ? 0 . 125?
| 7] 0 . 124] 0 . 126] 0 . 125] 0 . 126! 0 . 125! 0 . 125; 0 . 125! 0 . 127? 0 . 126? 0 . 125? ? 0 . 125?
I 8! 0.126! 0.126! 0.125; 0.125! 0.125! 0.125; 0.125! 0.125! 0.125! 0.125! ! 0.125!
; 9! 0.126J 0.125! 0.126: 0.125! 0.126! 0.126! 0.126! 0.126; 0.125; 0.125! ! 0.125!
JTransit ! 0.125; 0.124; 0.125! 0.125! 0.126! 0.126; 0.125! 0.124! 0.125! 0.124; ; 0.125;
;On us ; 0.124; 0.125! 0.125! 0.126! 0.126! 0.125; 0.125! 0.124; 0.125! 0.126! ! 0.125!
! !SC0RE!!!!!!!!!! Average !
[ 0? 100? 99.2! 99.2! 100! 99.2! 99.2! 99.2! 99.2! 99.2; 99.2; ! 99.36;
[ 1? 100? 99.2! 99.2; 100! 99.2! 100; 99.2! 99.2! 99. 2j 99.2! ! 99.44!
[ 2? 100? 99.2! 100; 100! 99.2! 100! 100! 99.2! 99.2; 99.2! ! 99.6!
[ 3? 99.2? 99.2! 99.2! 99.2! 100! 99.2! 99.2! 100! 99.2! ; 99.44!
[ '4? 100? 99.2?. 99.2! 100! 99.2; 100! 100! 99.2! 99.2; 99.2! ! 99.52!
| 5? 100? 100? 99.2! 100; 99.2; 100! 99.2! 99.2! 99.2; 99.2; ! 99.52!
[ 6? 99.2! 100; 100! 99.2; 98.4; 99.2! 100; 99.2! 99 . 2j 99.2! ! 99.36;
[ 7? 99.2? 99.2? 100! 99.2; 100; 100! 100! 98.4! 99.2; 100; ; 99.52;
[ 8? 99.2? 99.2! 100; 100; 100; 100; 100! 100! 100! 100! ; 99.84;
[ gj"'"g"g7'2? 100? 99.2? 100! 99.2! 99.2! 9 9 .2] 9 9 .2] 1 00] 1 00] ] 9 9 ._52]
?Transi t ? 100? 99 "2? 100? 100; 99. 2] 9 9 .2] 100] 9 9 .2] 1 00] 9 9 . 2] ] 99 . 6 ]
[on us
!""
9 9"2? 100? lOO? 99. 2? 99. 2? 106] 106] 9 9 .2] 106] 9 9 .2] ] 99 . 6]
!Total average score ] 99.53| | | j j j | j j ]
[variancT'forTrr'scores ?'6.176? ? ]Af ter.v_adjusted ]..6;.17_7] ] ]
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Table 7: Distance Between Character - Ion deposition
! DATA ANALYSIS FOR [
;DI STANCE BETWEEN CHARACTERS
i iPRINTING SYSTEM lion-deposition
iSamples (measure in inch) \ \
+
? *
!char. l! 2= 3! T 5! 6? 7? 8? 9? 10?Reference 1
> + * + V" 4
0! 0.126|0.128i 0.123! 0.127 0.126! 0.126! 0.124! 0.125! 0.125! 0.126! ! 0.125!
11 6 . 123; 0 . 124 ! 0 . 126 ! 0 . 125 0.125! 0.126! 0.125! 0.126! 0.125! 0.125! ! 0.125;
2! 6 . 128! 6 . 126! 6 . 124! 0 . 125 0.126! 0.125; 0.126; 0.125! 0.124! 0.126; ; 0.125;
3! 0.124; 0.124! 0.127! 0.128 0.125! 0.126! 0.126! 0.125! 0.128! 0.124! ! 0.125!
4; 0.127! 0.129! 0.125! 0.123 0.126! 0.124! 0.125! 0.126! 0.124! 0.127; ! 0.125!
5! 0.124! 0.123! 0.126! 0.126 0.124! 0.127! 0.125! 0.126! 0.125; 0.124! ! 0.125!
6i 0.125! 0.127! 0.124! 0.126! 0.126! 0.123! 0.126! 0.124! 0.125! 0.125! ! 0.125!
7; 0.125! 0.124! 0.126! 0.124; 0.125! 0.128! 0.124! 0.126! 0.126! 0.126! ! 0.125!
8i 0.126! 0.129! 0.126! 0.126! 0.126! 0.125! 0.125! 0.125! 0.126! 0.126! ! 0.125;
9! 0.125! 0.125! 0.128! 0.128! 0.124! 0.125! 0.126; 0.126! 0.127! 0.124! ! 0.125!
JTransit j 0.124! 0.125! 0.125! 0.125; 0.125! 0.125! 0.125! 0.124! 0.125! 0.126! ! 0.125!
;On us 0.123! 0.125! 0.124; 0.123; 0.125! 0.128! 0.124; 0.124! 0.124! 0.124! ! 0.125!
iSCORE!!!!!!!!!! Average j
0; 99.2! 97.6! 98.4; 98.4; 99.2! 99.2! 99.2! 100! 100! 99.2! ! 99.04!
li 98.4! 99.2! 99.2! 100; 100! 99.2; 100; 99.2! 100; 100; I 99.52;
2! 97.6; 99.2! 99.2! 100! 99.2! 100; 99.2; 100; 99.2; 99.2; ! 99.28!
3i 99.21 99.21 98.4! 97.6! 100: 99.2; 99.2! 100! 97.6; 99.2! ! 98.96!
. + +..... < + + ? #* * *
4i 98. 4i 96. 85 100i 98.4! 99.2! 99.2! 100! 99.2! 99.2! 98.4! ! 98.88!
> ? i i + + + ? + *+ ? ?* * *
Si 99 2i 98.4: 99.2: 99.2: 99.2: 98.4; 100! 99.2! 100! 99.2! ! 99.2!
* + * * + +..... *.. * ?
fii 100! 98. 4i 99. 2i 99. 2i 99.2! 98.4= 99.2! 99.2! 100! 100! ! 99.28!
;, < ? ? + + * + + *" * *
7i 100! 99. 2i 99. 2i 99. 2i 100! 97.6! 99.2! 99.2! 99.2! 99.2! ! 99.2!
^ .^ 4 * + + * * * + *" * *
8: 99 2i 96.8! 99.2: 99.2! 99.2! 100! 100! 100! 99.2; 99.2! ! 99.2!
t 4. + + ? ? ...-? * ? # * ?
9 = 100l 100= 97. 6i 97.6; 99.2; 100! 99.2! 99.2! 98.4! 99.2! ! 99.04!
t , + 4> ...* * * * + * + ? *
jTrans j.t | 99.2! 100; 100! 100! 100! 100! 100| 99 .2! 100{ 99. 2!; ! 99.76!
jOn us
> j.. 98.4! 100; 99.2!
98.4! 100! 97.6 ! 9 9 .
_2j
9 9 . 21 ; 9 91 . 21 ; 99.2! ! 99.04!
> *> 1 i i i ? i ? ? ? ? ? *
jTotal
.aY.efa?....sf.r.e.l. ...?.?.:..?l 1 i ? * * j ? i i
iVariance for all scores ; 0.533! ! lAft.e. adjusted^ 0.538!
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Table 8: ANOVA of Distance Between Characters
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 98.8 0.978
Offset lithography 99.53 0.177
Ion deposition 99.2 0.538
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 16.04
Estimate of variance within the samples 0.564
F Ratio 28.42
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
The null hypothesis was rejected because the F Ratio was
larger than the F Value. This indicates that these three
different printing systems have different distances between
characters. From the mean scores, lithography has the most
accurate distance between characters. Ion deposition has
less accurate distance between characters than offset
lithography, whereas letterpress has less accurate distance
than ion deposition. However, the distance between
characters of all samples fell in the tolerance range which
is +/- 0.01 inch.
Next, the results of character alignment and skewness
are shown in the following tables:
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Table 9 : Character Alignment and Skewness Letterpress
DATA ANALYSIS FOR
[ + * !CHARACTER ALIGNMENT AND SKEWNESS i i... i
? * + A!printinc SYSTEM ;Letterpress I
? r } |
* + v + .V"' +.... 4..... + .. *...
_
Samples
jChar. 1 2! 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10;Reference i
* * + ? + +." *" * V"
0! 1 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! li li 1! 1!
1! 1 1! l! l! l! l! l! 1; 1; 1! 1;
2! 1 1! l! 1; l! l! l! l! l! l! l!
3! 1 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! li li 1!
4! 1 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! li 1! 1!
5! 1 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1!
6 = 1 l! l! 1; l! l! l! li l! l! 1;
7i 1 1! 1! 11 1! 1! 1! 1; 1! 1! 1!
8i 1 1! 1! 11 1! 1; 1! 1! li 1! 1 =
9i 1 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1!
{Transit 1 1 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! li li 1! 11
jOn us 1 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! li li 1! 1!
x
!SCORE Average j
0! 100 100! 100! 100 = 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100; 100!
l! 100 100; 100! 100; 100; 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100;
2= 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 1001 100! 100! 100!
3i 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100;
> + + ?
+ ? ? + + * *
4i 100 100! 100: 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
y ? i * *> ?
*" +* + + + * *
Si 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100; 100! 100! 100! 100!
j, + ? ? +"" + + # * *
6! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100: 100! 100! 100! 100! i #< 100!
7! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
1..., + ? ? ?* ? ....n.....^..... ? + * *
81 100 100 = 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
f 9: 100 100 = 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
i ? * ? * ? * *" ?* *
JTransit j 100 100: 100! 100!* 100!? 100\ lOOj 100J 100| 100! 1... 100!*

















iTotal average score 100;
i(* This system gets perfect
> v v V v
j A i : * *




Table 10: Character Alignment and Skewness Lithography
DATA ANALYSIS FOR
""
> + i.... Character alignment AND SKEWNESS + l l. *
> *
!PRINTING SYSTEM iLithography i f
?" f ? -. {
V" ? ?
iSamples
[Char . 1! 2i 3! 4; 5; 6; 7! 8! 9! 10;Reference \
! 0 1! 1; l! 1; 1; li ii ii ii l! ii
! 1 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1!
! 2 l! 1; l! l! ii ii ii ii ii 1; 1;
! 3 l! l! l! l! ii ii ii ii li ii l!
! 4 1; l! l! ii ii 1! ii 1! 1! 1! ii
5 1! li 1! 1! li li li li 1! 1! 1!
6 li 1! 1! 1! li 1! li 1! 1! 1; 1!
! 7 1! 1! 1! 1! li 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1!
! 8 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1!
9 l! l! l! l! ii ii l! l! l! 1! l!
JTransit 1! 1! 1! li 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1!
jOn us 1! li li 1! li 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1!
..... i _ . _ _ _ - _ _ . i . .... i . . - _ _ i - . _ : _ . . : . . _ _ _ : - _ _ i _ . : . : . . . :
SCORE ! Average j
! o 100! 100; 100; 100! iooi 100! 100! 100! 100! 100; 100!
l 100! 100! 100: 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
2 100! 100! 100: 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 1001
? + + **" ? + + * * ?
i 3 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100: 100! 100! 100! 100!
4 iooi 100! 100! 100! iooi 100: iooi 100! 100i iooi 100;
+ ? * *" # * * *
! 5! 100i 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
* ? * * *"" ** ? +" ?* ? *
i 6i 100! 100! 100! 100; 100! 100: 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
+ ? ? *" + ? +" +" + *
i 7= 100! 100! 100! 100; 100! 100: 100! 100! 100! 100! 100;
? +.. ? + ?* ? ? ?*" *** * *
! 8! 100; 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
i 9! 100; 100! 100! 100! 100; 100; 100i iooi iooi 100i 100!
;Transit ; 100; 100! 100; 100! iooi 100! 100! iooi iooi 100i iooi
;0n us ; 1.0.0] _ 100! 100; 100;? 100!* iooi iooi?" 100;* 100] iooi * 100]
!Total average secare ]
3ts pe]
100?
+ ? ? +
*
? * { ! j
; (* This system g< rfect score) * * |
for all scores ! 0;
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Table 11: Character Alignment and Skewness - Ion deposition
] DATA ANALYSIS FOR ;
iCHARACTER ALIGNMENT AND SKEWNESS
i 'i... 1... j^# 'i |... 1 ]... *" ]... ]
PRINTINC SYSTEM ilon deposition 1* ' **** ? V" + v" V ? * * * A
iSamples !
>......... ? ? ? * * *** * ? * A... *
iChar . 1! 2 3i 4! 5! 6i 7! 8! 9! lOiReference !> * + ? +* * 4- V"
0! 1! 1 1! li 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1! 1!
1! 1! 1 li ii ii ii ii ii l! l! ii
2! ii 1 ii ii ii li ii ii ii ii ii
3; li 1 li ii ii ii ii ii li l! i=
4! li 1 1! 1! 1! 1! li li 1! 1! i=
5! li 1 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! li
6i ii 1 ii ii i! ii i! ii ii i! 1!
7i li 1 li 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1! 1!
81 li 1 li 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1! 1!
9i li 1 li 1! 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! li
{Transit 1 li 1 1! 1! 1! 1! li 1! 1! 1! 1;
jOn us 1! 1 li 1! li li 1! 1! 1! 1! 1;
!SCORE ! Average j
0! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
ii iooi 100 iooi 100i iooi iooi 100! 100! 100! iooi iooi
2i 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100;
3i iooi 100 iooi iooi iooi 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
j. + * ? ? + * ?** * ? *
4i 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100 = 100 = 100! 100! 100!
* ? * *" * * * *
Si lOOi 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
* ? ? ? +" *" ? * *
fi! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
j, * * + *" ? +" * ? ? 4
7: lOOi 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100;
5, * * * + ? + * *
8: lOOi 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
^ * ? ?* * + + # * *
q; lOOi 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100;
^ + + * +" * +" +" ? *
iTransit ! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
!0n us
?
100: 100 100; iooi 100! iooi iooi iooi iooi iooi iooi
iTotal average score 100!
!(* This system gets perfect^




Table 12: ANOVA of Alignment and Skewness
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 100 0
Offset lithography 100 0
Ion deposition 100 0
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 0
Estimate of variance within the samples 0
F Ratio error
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
The null hypothesis was accepted because there was no
difference between these three printing systems. All systems
printed excellent samples for this criterion. The mis
alignment and skewness from all samples were not obviously
detected. This is because, presently, each system has a
solid technological means for creating magnetic characters;
letterpress used the linotype machine for creating the line
of type, while lithography electronically generated images to
the plate and ion deposition generated images direct to the
paper. There is very little chance for these printing
processes to have either a mis -aligned image or a skewed
image.
In the lithography check printing process, fixed
magnetic characters were printed by lithography and serial
(running) magnetic characters must be printed by a numbering
head (machine) . Therefore, it is not uncommon to see a mis
alignment between these two sections of the magnetic
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characters. However, this mis -alignment between sections
must be controlled within a tolerance which is +/- 0.015
inch. In this study only magnetic images from the fixed
section of the lithography printing process were evaluated.
The scores were not affected by this kind of mis -alignment.
Next, results of extraneous ink are shown in the
following tables :
Table 13 : Extraneous Ink Letterpress
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] ] DATA ANALYSIS FOR I





] ] iEXTRANEOUS INK j
]PRINTING SYSTEM iLetterpress j
s i ! i i ! i





oi oi oi oi oi oi o
o! oi oi oi oi oi o
oi oi oi oi o! oi o
oi oi oi oi oi oi o
o! 0! i Oi
oi 0! i 0;
oi oi ! 0;
oi 0! i 0;
! 4i o
i si o
oi oi oi oi oi oi o
oi oi oi oi 0.002! oi o
oi 0.001! i oi
oi oj i oi





oi oi oi oi oi oi o
oi oi oi oi o.ooii o.ooii o
oi oi oi oi oi Oi 0.002
oi oi oi oi oi oi o
oi oi i oi
oi oi i oi
ol Oj 1 0;
0! oi I oj
iOn us ! 0
> ?
| !SCORE
oi oi oi o! oi oi o
i + + * * *
oi o| i o|
+ * * *
1 j Average j










iooi iooi iooi iooi iooi 100| 100
100? 100; iooi iooi 1 00 [ 100] 100
iooi iooi iooi iooi iooi iooi 100
100? ioo? iooi iooi loo] ioo] ioo
ioo? iooi iooi iooi 98i iooi ioo
Too? ioo? iooi 100! 98] 100] 100
ioo? iooi iooi iooi ioo! ioo] ioo
i"66? ioo? iooi iooi 99] 99] 100
ioo? 100? iooi 100! iooi
.100]
98
100! 100! ! 100;
100] 100] ] 100]
100= 100] | 100?
100] 99| ? 99.9?
IOO! 100j | 99.8?
100] 100] | 99.6?
100] 100] ? 100?
100J IOO! ? 99.8?
IOOI 100; | 99.8?
iTransit ; 100




iooi iooi iooi 100] 100] 100] 100^
'166; ioot 100! iooi iooi iooi 100
? ? ? ? t *
i ? ? * ? *
score i 99.91; ! \ j.
100! 100! | 100J
100! iooi ! 100?
! (* This system
ivariance for a]
gets nearly perfect score) j | _.
"scores 1 6 . 15 0 j ] |^.e.v^.?..H!;?.?. |.9..:15.H I |
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6? 6 . 002?
DATA ANALYSIS FOR
lEXTRANEOUS INK






























0|2! 0.001 0.001 0.001!


















































































0|iTransit ! 0.001 Oi
iOn us 0.002 0! 0! 0!
iSCORE Average ;















100 100 100! 100;
IOO!
99.7!

































































































































iVariance for all scores
99.41;
? ?
! 0.542! lAfter adjusted ! 0.546!
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66'ij o.ooii 0? 0.002?
ence j
0;
1! 0.002! 0 001! 0 001! 0 001! o| o.ooii 0!
ooii 0.001! o.ooii o.ooii 0






















8| 0 . 002; 0
9| 0.002|


























001! o.ooii oi oio
001! 0.001! 0.002! 0.001! 0
002! o.ooii o.ooii 0.002I
001; 0| Oi 0.002!
ooii 0! 0.002! o.ooii 0

























.Trans: 0! 0.002! o| o| 0 ooii oi oi oi




o| o| o| ol 0
99[ 99| IOO! 98!




















































2| 99 99 100! 99| 99| 99! 99| 99|




















99 ! 99] 100] 100]
99[ 99! 98| 99j
98 1 99 1 99| 98]
99? 100| 100| 98|






9| 98 iooi 99! lOOi 99! 98| 100! 99.1!
iTransit | 98
?










iooi 98 1 100] 100]
"lOot 100= 100| 1001
A A A A
* A * A
i A A Y





iVariance of all scores I 0.673! i lA.Lter adjusted 0.679!
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Table 16: ANOVA of Extraneous Ink
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 99.9 0.151
Offset lithography 99.4 0.546
Ion deposition 99.1 0.679
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 19.2
Estimate of variance within the samples 0.459
F Ratio 42.73
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
The null hypothesis was rejected because the F Ratio was
larger than the F Value. This indicates that these three
different printing systems have a different amount of
extraneous ink. From the mean scores, letterpress has the
smallest amount of the extraneous ink. Lithography and Ion
deposition has more extraneous ink respectively. This
extraneous ink does interfere with signal reading and
therefore, printers should be aware of them.
Next, results of ink voids are shown in the following
tables:
Table 17 : Ink Voids - Letterpress
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[ j 1 ) | DATA ANALYSIS FOR IINK VOIDS; j j f { { |
1 1 j iPRINTING SYSTEM iLetterpress j
4] 5] 6| 7|


















1 ii 0.002! oj oi o 001j o .ooii 0! 0.005| oi ol ol oi
i 2! 0! oi 0.002! ol ol ol 0| oi ol ol o!
! 3! 0!

































































































! 3| 100; 100; lOOi iooi 99! 100! 100! 99.6;







1 5i ioo! iooi iooi 100! 100! 100! 100! 99.4J








































iooi iooi iooi 100| 99] 99] { 99|
Total average score i 99.43!
Variance for all scores i 1 i iAfter adjusted ! i .626?
)
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Table 18: Ink Voids Lithography
[ ] ] ] ] DATA ANALYSIS FOR J I I | ; I
[ ] ] ] ] ] INK VOIDS? ? ? ? ? j |
[ ] ] |?.?J.H:!iN.G...SYSTEM {Lithography? ? ? ? ? I
! ISamples 11111111111
[Char. ] l] 2] 3] 4] 5] 6| 7? 8| 9? 10?Reference j
I 0] 0] 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0|0.002|0.002| ; 0|
I l] 04! o3! ! 05! 0 004! 004! 004! 004! !
I 2| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0.004| 0.0021 0? 0.002? 0.001? ? 0?
> ? * ? + ? ? ? ? + * ? ? ?
! 3! 0! 0! 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| | 0|
! 4! 0! 0! 0! 0i Oi 0| Oj O.OOlj 0J0.002| I Oj
i 5l o| o| o| 0| 0.0011 0| 0.003| o.ooii o? oi ? ol
> * ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? * *
I 6| o| o| o| o| 0.002I o| ol oi oi o! i 0|
> * ? ? + ? ? + ? + ? + ? *
! 7i oi o! oi oi o! oi oi oi o! o! i oi
> * + ? ? ? + ? ? + * ? ? #
i 8i oi o! oi oi oi oi oi oi oi o| | o|
> ? + * + ? + ? ? + ? + .....* *
I 9| o| o| o| o.ooii oi oi oi oi oi o| I oi
> ? ? ? ? + ? ? ? ? * * * *
ITransit | 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0|0.002| 0| i Oi
> ? + ? + ? ? + ? ? ? + ? *
IOn us I o| o.ooii o| o| oi oi o| o| ol o.ooii I o|
> ? A A A A A A A A A A A A
j. A A A A A A A A A A A a
I iSCORE I I I I I I I I I I Average |
0| 100| 100| 100= 100; 100] 100] 100] 100] 98] 98] I 99.6?
[ 1? 100? 96? 96? 97? l6oT 95? 96] 96? 96? 96? ? 96.8?
[ 2? 100? 100? 100| 100| lOOi 96| 98] 100] 98] 99] | 99. lj
[ 3? ioo? ioo? ioo? iooi iooi ioo! ioo] ioo] ioo] iooi I ioo!
i 4! 100? 100? 100! IOO! IOO! IOO! 100= 99| 100| 98| | 99.7|
j, 4, 4. 4. 4- ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
5! lOOi lOOi 100! IOO! 99| 100! 97| 99| 100J 100; | 99.5!
6| 100| 100| 100| 100| 98; 100| 100; 100| 100; 100; | 99. 8|
[ 7? 100? 100I 100! 100! 100; 100! 100! 100! 100 1 100! | 100 1
[ 8? "lOO? 100? IOO! IOO! IOO! IOO! IOO! 100| IOO! 100; | 100;
[ 9?
"i" ""
100} IOO! 99! 100! 100; 100; 100} 100J 100; | 99.9|
[Transit ? 100? 100? 100| 100| 100| 100] 100] 100] 98] 100] j.....?.?.:.8]
fon"'us t 100? 99? 100? 100J 100! 100J 100J 100| 100J 99= |'99.8|
=,.:.....". A .t......i A A A ? ? ? f ? f ? ?
j a a i i A A A A A A A A A
ITotal average score ] 99.5] | j | | \ | j | i
fvarTancT'for"all scores J1.333J ! JAfter adjusted !l-345| |
I A .* * ....*.... v V * * Q................A
Table 19: Ink Voids - Ion deposition
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{PRINTING SYSTEM lion deposition |
Samples !!!!!!
2i 3! 4! 5i 6i 7! 8! 9 10|Reference \
! 0! 0 oi o! oi oi oi oi oi o 0| I 0!
ll 0
2| 0
oi oi o| ol o| 6| o| o
o| o| o| ol o| o| o| 0
Oi | 0|
Ol 1 0|
1 3| 0| 0| 0| 0\ 0\ 0\ 0; 0!
1 4| oi 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 5i oi o| o| o| o| o| o| o| o
1 6| oi oj o| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 7| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 8| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| Ol 0| 0| 0
1 9| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0
JTransit | Oj Oj Oj OJ 0; Oj Oj Oj 0










1 ISC0RE 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I ! Average !
Oj 100
1 ll 100
iool iool iool iool iool iool iool 100 iool I iool
iool iool iool iool iool iool iool 100 100! i 100!
f 2? ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo 100! ! 100!
! 3| iooi ioo! iooi ioo! iooi iooi ioo! ioo! ioo
[ 4? 100? 100? 100? 1 0 0 j 100; 100J 1. 00] 1 00] 100
[ 5? iooi ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! iqq! iqq
[ 6? ioo? ioo? ioo! ioo! ioo! iqq] iqq] iqq] ioo
[ 7? 'ioof ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo! ioo
[ s? ioo? ioo? ioo? ioo! ioo! io q I iqq] iqq] iqq
[ g? ioo? ioo? ioo? iool ioo! iool _._i_qo] ioo] iqq
[Transit ? 100? 100? 100? 100] 100] 100] 100] 100] 100
fon'us t ioot ioot ioo? iooj iool iool iool iool 100
> A A 4 4 4 4 4 f 4
\ a i. i 4 A A ? t f










I (* This system gets perfect score) j, j. =. j
; I I.I 1 1 1 1 1 1
Ivariance for a! .1 scores i Oi ! | j
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Table 20: ANOVA of Ink Voids
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 99.43 1.626
Offset lithography 99.5 1.345
Ion deposition 100 0
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 11.60
Estimate of variance within the samples 0.99
F Ratio 11.71
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
The null hypothesis was rejected because the F Ratio was
larger than the F Value. This indicates that these three
different printing systems have different amounts of ink
voids. From the mean scores, letterpress has the most ink
voids. Lithography has less ink voids. Ion deposition does
not have any ink voids. However, the size of these ink voids
still were in tolerance which is not over 0.008 * 0.008
square inch.
Next, results of embossment are shown in the following
tables:





!PRINTING SYSTEM iLetterpress |
j. i ISamples
iChar. ! li 2! 3! 4 5! 6i 7! 8! 9i 10!Reference \
Oi Ol 0| 0| 0 ol o| ol ol ol ol 1 o|
1 ll 0| 0| 0| 0 ol ol ol ol ol ol 1 o|
i 2i 0! 0| ol 0 ol ol ol ol ol ol 1 oj
i 3! 0! 0! 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! Oi 0! ! 0!
i 4i 0| Ol ol 0 ol ol ol Ol ol o| 1 oj
i 5i 0! 0! 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! ! 0!
1 6|0 .0006| 0| ol 0 Ol Ol ol ol ol ol 1 o|
i 7! 0! 0i 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! ! 0!
i 8! 0! 0i 0i 0 Oi 0! 0! Oi Oi Oi ! 0!
i 9! 0!0 .0006! 0! 0 0! Oi 0! 0! 0! 0! ! 0!
iTransit i 0i 0! 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! 0! ! 0!
iOn us i 0i 0! 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! OiO .0004! ! Oi
; !SCORE ! Average j
! o| 100! 100! iool 100 iool iool iool iool iool iool 1 100;
i li 100! 100! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! i 100!
i 2i 100! 100! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! ; 100!
! 3| 100! 100! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100; 100! 100! ! 100;
I 4| 100| 100! iool 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100; 100! ! 100!
I 5| 100! 100| iool 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100; 100! ! 100!
! 6i 99. 4| 100! iool 100 iool iool iool iool iool iool 1 99.94J
+ <? + + ?" * * + * *
i 7i 100! 100! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! ! 100;
I 8| 100! 100! iool 100 iool iool iool 100| 100| iool I iool
! 9i 100! 99.4| iool 100 iool iool iool iool iool iool j 99.94|
4 < * + ?" + * ?" * *
iTransit = 100! 100! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! i 100;
4.... 4 -4- +" +" + *+ '* ....4... + *
iOn us = 100! 100! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 99.6! i 99.96!
> 4 4 4?
? * * * * * t
> * }..... i A ? A- A A A- A A
ITotal average score i 99 . 99| A- j... i- A-.- A- A i
I I .... x i A... A ;.... i... i i
iVariance for all scores !0. 0072 iAfter adjustedL !0 0072!
Table 22: Embossment - Lithography
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! ] ]... ] ] DATA ANALYSIS FOR ; I ; I ; I
[ ] ] ] ! 1 EMBOSSMENT | | | | | | |
[ ] ! l!HT.-! .H?? lLi tngrapny ? ? ? ? ? ]
= ! iSamples !!!!!!!!!!
!Char_. ] 1] 2] 3] 4] 5] 6? 7? 8? 9? 10?Reference ]
! o| o| o| o| o| oi oi oi oi oi oi I oi
= ii 0! 0! oi oi oi oi oi oi oi oi | ol
! 2! Oi 0! 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| 0| I Oj
! 3! Oj Oj Oj Oj Oj Oj Oj Oj Oj 0| | 0|
! 4| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 5| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 6| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 7| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 8| 0| 0| 0| 0
1 9| 0| 0| 0| 0
JTransit j Oj 0; Oj 0
JOn us j Oj 0; 0; 0
1 |SCORE I I
1 o| iool 100| 100| 100
[ i| iool iool iool 100
[ 2? 100| lOOi 100| 100
oi oi oi oi oi oi I oj
ol o| o| o| o| o| I o|
ol o| ol ol o| o| I o|
ol o| o| ol oj oj j oj
oj oj oj o| oj oj j oj
oj oj o| o| o| o| ! oj
Oj Oj Oj Oj 0| 0| j 0;
oj o| o| o| ol o| oj
i i i i i iAverage !
iool iool iool iool iool iool | iooj
iool iool iool iool iool iool 1 iool
100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! ! 100!
[ 3? 100| 100| 100| 100
[ 4? IOOI lOOi 100| 100
[ 5? ioo? ioo] iqq] iqq
[ 6? lOOi lOOi lOOi 100
[ 7? ioo? iool iool iqq
[ 8| lOOi lOOi lOOi 100
[ 9? i 6o 1 iool i qo] iqq
[Transit ? 100| 100] 100] 100
[on us ? iool iool iqq! iqq
iooi ioo! iooi ioo! iool iool I iool
iool iool iool iool iool iool I 100|
ioo? iool iool iool iool iool 1 iool
ioo? iool iool iool iool iool | 100?
100? ioo? iool iool iool iool | 100?
iool iool iool iool iool iool 1 iooj
IOOJ lOOi 100] 100] lOOi | 100;
ioo? iool iool iool iool iool | 100?
ioo? iool iool iool iool iool 1 iool
4 ? + + + + * *
iTotal average score i 100!
> v v 4 4
L A A A A <
4 > + i * * * *
Ivariance for all scores Oi
Table 23: Embossment Ion deposition
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1 DATA ANALYSIS FOR
"'" Y*" "' "" "Ii
> > ?** ............4.... V" v <> 4"> 4*" 4-" ? <
> ?
EMBOSSMENT j
> ? + ;h ? I i + * ]... I
: PRINTING SYSTEM ;Ion deposition 1?" "" "* ? v v V" ? - V"' ,,..... * * ......<
iSamples !
f * * ..-4-... * ? * ? 4*" 4 4... 4> * A* <
iChar. li 2 3i 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10|Reference i* ? > 41... ? ? + 4 4... 4... 4... V>" *
Oi 0! 0 0! 0! 0! Oi 0! 0! Oi 0! 0!+" ? + ? 4 4... * 4... *
li 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! Oi 0! Oi Oi 0!> * + ? * 4->< 4 4 4... 4... 4
2! Oi 0 0i 0! 0! 0! Oi 0! 0! Oi 0!
3! Oi 0 0! 0! 0! Oi 0! Oi Oi 0! Oi
4! 0! 0 oi oi oi oi oi 0! o| ol 0|
5i oi 0 oi oi oi 0! Oi Oi ol ol 0|
6! 0! 0 0! 0! 0! Oi 0! Oi 0! 0! 0=
7| oi 0 o! oi oi oi oi Oi ol ol Oj
8! 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! Oi Oi 0! Oi 0!
9i 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! Oi Oi Oi 0! 0!
ITransit j 0! 0 0! 0! 0! 0! Oi 0! Oi 0! 0!
jOn us 0i 0 0! 0! Oi 0! Oi 0! 0! 0! 0!
iSCORE i Average |
o! iooi 100 iooi iooi iooi iooi iooi lOOi iool 100| 100|
1; 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
2i 100! 100 100: 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
3! iooi 100 100! iooi iooi 100! 100! 100! 100! iool iooj
4! 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
5i 100! inn 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
> * +"
? ? ** * ? +
6i 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100; 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
> 4 <? ? ? *" +
+" *" ? *
7i 100i mo 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
? * ? ? ?" *" + * *
8i lOOi 100 100! 100! lOOi 100; 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
* ? ?" ? +"* +"* * ** *
9= 100i 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
- ? ?* * + ?"* +" + *
JTransd t i 100! 100 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100! 100!
:0n us 100i 100 iooi iooi iooi 100! 100! 100; 100! 100! 100!
> ? +
? * ? *" * *"' * *




? ? ? ? +
A- A- A- ! A
> xmm i ? + ? * * A- A- A- A- A
JVariance for all SCOI-es 0;
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Table 24: ANOVA of Embossment (Debossment)
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 99.99 0.0072
Offset lithography 100 0
Ion deposition 100 0
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 0.004
Estimate of variance within the samples 0.002
F Ratio 1.667
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
The null hypothesis was accepted because the F Ratio was
smaller than the F Value. This indicates that these three
different printing systems have no differences in embossment.
Only samples that were printed by letterpress can be detected
for the embossment. However, these embossments were very
small compared to tolerance which is equal to 0.001 inch.
Next, results of magnetic signal level from three
different testers, MICR-Mate, Qualifier, SignaMeasure II, are
shown in the following tables:
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Table 25: Magnetic Signal Level from MICR-Mate-Letterpress
[ | | ! ! DATA ANALYSIS FOR I Till!
[ Ill Magnetic signal level- -MICRA-MATE |
! ! iPRINTING SYSTEM iLetterpress j 1 | | |
[ | j^Semp les (meigntic signal level) | | | | | |
[Char_. ] 1] 2] 3] 4] 5= 6? 7? 8? 9? io?Reference ?
1 0] 104] 106] 107] 107| 97 j 105? 105? 117? 100? 115? I 100?
1
.1] 94] 124] 90] 101] 114] 113? 116! 104? 94? 109? ? 100?
I 2] 103] 107] 108] 105| 99| 106| 83? 105? 104? 111? ? 100?
[ 3] 86] 96| 102| 82| 98| 95? 95? 99? 99? 87? ? 100?
| 4] 103] 99| 129| 112| 98| 114| 118| 100; 116? 110? ? 100?
] 5] 92| 93| 95| 8l| 89| 89; 94| 94| 93? 101? ? 100?






89] 56] 89] 101; 92; 88; 95J 75= 101; 87| | 100;
104= 106! 94| 95| 100J 113; 100? 75; 107? 95? ? 100?
83; 82| 79| 93| 92| 92 j 90| 72; 96; 87; | 100J
115; 110; 91; 110| 106; 105; 118; 119| 108! 123! I 100J
100| 104| 94| 108| 112! 113! 107! 86! 119! 99! ! 100;
SCORE ! j j j j \ I j j j Average j
0 96! 94! 93; 93! 97! 95! 95! 83! 100} 85; | 93. lj





97| 93 j 92| 95| 99! 94| 83 j 95; 96; 89| | 93.3;
86? 96| 98| 82; 98| 95| 95] 99] 99J 87 j | 93 . 5;
97? 99| 71; 88| 98; 86| 82] 100] 84] 90; | 89.5;
92; 93! 95| 8lj 89! 89] 94] 94] 93] 99] ] 91. 9|
6
[ 7
85? 86? 85? 65] 90| 98; 93| 92; 67 | 99; | 86!









96 j 94 j 94| 95| 100| 87| 100| 75] 93] 95] j 92. 9J
83? 82? 79? 93? 92; 92| 90] 72] 96] 87; ! 86.6!
85? 90? 91? 90? 94 ! 95] 82] 81] 92] 77] ] 87 . 7 ]
100? 96? 94? 92? 88! 87! 93! 86! 81; 99! j 91.6J
....".".4 4 A 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
i 4 4 A A A A A A A A A
irage score ! 90 .23! | ] ] j j j | | i
for all scores j 61 .74J 1 lAfter adjusted ]62.26] ] j
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Table 26: Magnetic Signal Level from MICR-Mate -Lithography
DATA ANALYSIS FOR |
"""f "" '"" Y 1
Magnetic: signal level- -MICRA -MATE
;
* '* T * v v" Y y ? f f t




i ISamples (magnetic signal level)
iChar. j lj 2 3! 4 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! lOiReference 1? * ** ...>.... 4 A A..-.. .......v .........4
i 0! 94! 96 95! 102 82! 100! 98! 104! 88! 111! ! 100!
* + a.... < A
! 1! 112! 106 96! 112 125! 96! 113! 107! 126! 102! ! 100!
j" * + ...A.... 4> ? >.... >.. ..........A..
i 2! 81! 92 93 r 94 86! 90! 97! 103! 96! 96! i 100!J" + +"" 4? * >
3! 104! 9b 94! 93 94! 100! 95! 106! 101! 101! i 100!> * +" 4 > ? * ? +
! 4! 87! 95 90! 94 96! 104! 111! 93! 100! 106! i 100!* + +* 4 > ? * > *
5! 106! 86 98! 99 90! 101! 90! 94! 95! 110! ! 100!
6| 91| 98 104; 81 100| 99! 116; 96| 94[ 90| I 100|
i 7! 91! 88 99| 87 96; 92| 84; 96| 88! iool | iool
i 8! 85! 75 96! 101 100! 113! 101! 99! 98! 107! ! 100!
I 9| 82| 108 95| 67 89? 96| 98; 101| 90| 117| 1 iool
ITransit | 8l! 79 108! 82 107| 103| 114! 1101 120; 122! 1 iool
!On us ! 101! 93 108! 68 92! 109! 106! 96! 92! 116! i 100!
!SCORE | Average j
1 Oi 94! 96 95! 98 82 iool 98; 96; 88; 89! I 93. 6|
i li 88! 94 96! 88 75 96; 87! 93! 74! 98! ! 88.9!
i 2! 81! 92 93! 94 86 90! 97! 97! 96! 96! ! 92.2!
! 3| 96| 95 94! 93 94 iool 95| 94; 99| 99| ! 95. 9|
I 4| 87| 95 90; 94 96 96; 89! 93! 100! 94! I 93. 4j
! 5| 94 j 86 98! 99 90 99! 90! 94! 95! 90! i 93.5!
1 6| 91; 98| 96! 81 100 99! 84! 96! 94! 90! ! 92.9!
i 7i 9l! RRi 99| 87 96 92| 84| 96; 88; iool ! 92. ii
> * + * ? * +
i 8i 85| 75i 96! 99 100 87! 99! 99! 98! 93! i 93.1!
* ? A.... ? + + ? * ?
i 9i 82i 92i 95! 67 89 96! 98! 99! 90! 83! ! 89.1!
+ ? ? * ? * *
iTransit | 81; 79i 92! 82 93 97! 86! 90! 80! 78! ! 85.8!
4 ? ?" + ..........> "> "*?"" ?
iOn us i 99; 93i 92! 68 92 91! 94! 96! 92! 84! ! 90.1!
i 4 < < 4-... *
* *" 4 4
| i i i A A- * A A- A- A A
iTotal average score i
> v v i
91.72!
4 A- i i A- A.. i A
>. ...... A.. A..p.. j A A i i A- i.. i i
Ivariance for all scoies |46.27 iAfter adjusted ! 46.66!
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Table 27: Magnetic Signal Level from MICR-Mate-Ion deposition
DATA ANALYSIS FOR |
T"
Magnetic signal level - -MICRA -MATEI* f . 4 ... ' T" Y"" Y r + f" f
> ? A A * i.. i.. * l ;.. 1
PRINTING SYSTEM ilon deposition
iSamples (magnetic signal level)
iChar. ! l! 2 3| 4 5| 6; 7| 8= 9| 10;Reference !
* +*" > > ? A.... A * A.. V" A
i 0! 102! 112 1001 118 93! 112! 108! 108! 99! 95! 100!* +" A.... > * A.... A A A.. A
i li 155! 128 87! 162 101! 119! 136! 132! 82! 142! 100!> + A.... + .*.... A A A..
i 2! 120! 104 110! 112 110! 110! 104! 99! 110! 123! 100!
i 3! 84! 95 112! 98 59! 71! 86! 95! 128! 89! 100!
i 4! 108! 127 118! 114 99! 112! 125! 121! 133! 110! 100!
I 5! 102! 124 115| 90 93| 121| 92| 123| 113| 109| 100!
i 6i 110| 126 90| 135 127| 105| 149| 115| 125! 73| 100|
i 7! 115! 105 128! 120 129! 111! 108! 103! 123! 123! 100!
i 8! 124! 134 136! 136 115! 121! 137! 143! 129! 129! 100!
! 9! 118! 118 128! 128 110! 111! 106! 106! 117! 112! 100!
iTransit ! 111! 121 121! 131 124! 129! 119! 111! 110! 133! 100!
!0n us ! 103| 114 124| 110 114| 126| 128| 107| 124| 126| iool
!SCORE ! Average I
! oi 98| 88 100! 82 93! 88; 92| 92! 99! 95| 92. 7|
I l! 45| 72 87 1 38 99! 81! 64! 68; 82! 58| 69.4;
2| 80| 96 90| 88 90| 90! 96! 99! 90! 77! 89.6!
= 3! 84! 95 88! 98 59! 71! 86! 95! 72! 89! 83.7!
A.... ? ? + * * *
i 4i 92! 73 82! 86 99! 88! 75! 79! 67! 90! 83.1!
+ + ? * ? +* * *
i 5i 98! 76 85! 90 93! 79! 92! 77! 87! 91! 86.8!
A.... + ? + + * *
i 6i 90:' 74 90! 65 73! 95! 51! 85! 75! 73! 77.1;
A.... * + ? * *
i 7i 85! 95 72| 80 71! 89! 92! 97! 77! 77! 83.5!
* A.... * * + + * +
! 8! 76i 66 64! 64 85! 79! 63! 57! 71! 71! 69.6!
..A.... ? ....A + * ? ?
! 9i 82=" 82 72| 72 90! 89! 94! 94! 83! 88! 84.6!
i 4 A.... ? * + + ? *
ITransit I 89! 79 79| 69 76! 71! 81; 89!* 90; 67! ? 79;
iOn us !
> 4 ....?..?.!....








93j 76!4 74! } 82.4!*




4 + A. * A A- A- A- A
A + A.. A i A- A-. A- i
Ivariance for all SCOI-es I 143.7^ + iAfter adjusted J144.9; i |
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Table 28: Magnetic Signal Level from Qualifier -Letterpress
t '^ v v v v... v v>. v.. v.. v
i 1 DATA ANALYSIS FOR !
Magnetic signal level - - Qualifier
> f.. * v v" Y"-......v.... Y-" Y f" t" T" ?
> ? A A A A.. i. A.... ;... j i.. i i i
iPRINTING SYSTEM iLetterpress !
ISamples (magnetic signal level)
" V"" V V" .....v v + A ? .............A.. .......A.. ?
iChar. li 2i 3! 4! 5! 6! 7! 8! 9! 10!Reference !
> A.... * + + + A.... A... A A.. V" A
! 0 122! 134! 130! 126! 128! 123! 118! 140! 126! 131! 100!
> ?" ? ? + + + * ? * A
! 1 122! 127! 119! 125! 115! 133! 129! 110! 126! 124! 100!
2 122! 120! 119! 133! 124! 122! 120! 117! 130! 132! 100!
i 3 127! 118! 126| 129| 126| 133; 137! 127 1 129| 111! iool
4 122! 112! 135! 124! 127! 134! 126! 117! 129! 115! 100!
i 5 128! 130! 122! 132! 127! 133! 138! 135! 112! 140! 100!
6 137! 146! 145! 165! 135! 140! 141! 128! 143! 140! 100!
i 7 116! 121! 133! 133! 134! 130! 118! 133! 136! 115! 100!
i 8 144! 140! 146! 140! 139! 143! 129! 137! 124! 133! 100!
1 9 133! 122; 127| 134| 133| 132 = 129; 127 1 133| 137| ioo!
ITransit 135! 133! 124! 126! 124! 124! 114! 117! 126! 116! 100!
;0n us 141! 131! 139! 146! 150! 146! 134! 138! 139! 128! 100!
? + ?
SCORE ! Average j
i 0 78! 66! 70! 74! 72! 77! 82! 60! 74! 69! 72.2!
+ ?
! 1 78! 73! 81! 75! 85! 67! 71! 90! 74! 76! 77!
! 2 78; 80| 81; 67| 76| 78| 80! 83! 70! 68! 76. 1|
? + + ? + * ? *
i 3 73i 82! 74! 71! 74! 67! 63! 73! 71! 89! 73.7!
+ *" ? ? + # + *
4 78! 88! 65! 76! 73! 66! 74! 83! 71! 85! 75.9!
A A.. + A.... ? + * * ? *
= 5 72! 70! 78! 68! 73! 67! 62! 65! 88! 60! 70.3!
4 4- ? ? ? * *" + + +
6
63='
54! 55! 35! 65! 60! 59! 72! 57! 60! 58!
* ? + ? +" + +
i 7 84i 79! 67! 67! 66! 70! 82! 67! 64! 85! 73.1!
A A.. ..A... A.... +" * * ? + *
i 8 56! 60! 54! 60! 61! 57! 71! 63! 76! 67! 62.5!
! 9 67i 78i 73| 66; 67! 68! 71! 73! 67! 63! 69.3!
? A.... ?* * ? ? ** A













|0n us 59] 69|* 6l! 54;4 60.8!> < t *
> i.. + A A- A- A ? + + ? 4
ITotal avc-srage score ! 7 D.42! ! ..... ? + * ? i
> *
*
Variance for all scores 1 85 .96;
.....
lAfter adjusted ! 36.68] i 1
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Table 29: Magnetic Signal Level from Qualifier -Lithography
DATA ANALYSIS FOR
Y Y" Y" Y"
Magnetic signal level- -Qualifier
t"" *"" v V" Y" Y Y"' Y f" f" f" <
> * A A-- A *,. A j. 1... A * * \
> ?*" A-
]PRINTING SYSTEM ^Lithography | A _!__ !__ imm i
>
5 ISamples (magnetic signal level) |
JChar. i? 2; 3| 4| si 6\ 8? 9j lOJReference 1* .......A... ......A.... ....A.... + ? A.. A.. ....A... A A.. .A.. ....*.v..
0! 132| 123| 134| 132| 122; 129! 13l! 132! 122| 137] iool* ? A.... ? 4 4" A.. A A... A A.. + A
ii 111! 125| 137| 123| 145! 115] 133] 123] 137] 137? iool> +" .... + ? +.. A.. # A
2! 123| 123| 131| 123! 117| 1251 123? 125?
' 25?'
iH? iool
3! 137! 137| 145! 133| 133; 140! 152! 155; 147| 159; iool
> ?" ? A.... * ?. A.. A A... A A.. A.. + *
4! 131! 129| 141| 123| 12l| 135! 143] 137 1 129; 149! iool
5! 135; 125! 129! 131| 135! 143; 141! 145| 129! 158| 100;
6! 123| 115| 135| 125| 125! 124| 137! 131| 119! 125| ioo!
7! 139| 134| 142| 134| 142! 134! 139! 147! 142| 159| iool
si 125| 113! 14l! 133| 13l! 135; 129! 145| 155| 146; iool
9; 133| 124! 141| 127| 134! 134; 146; 151| 143! 127 1 iool
JTransit ! 135; 125| 135| 123; 135| 137! 133! 129| 135| 152| iool
JOn us mi 109| 124| 114| 120; 127; 133| 125| 117 1 150| iooj
|SCORE I Average ;
ol 68; 77| 66; 68; 78| 7l| 69; 68! 78| 63! 70. 6j
1| 89! 75| 63| 77! 55| 85! 67! 77! 63! 63! 71.4!
2| 77; 77| 69; 77! 83! 75| 77! 75! 75! 67! 75.2!
3| 63! 63] 55! 67] 67! 60! 48! 45! 53! 41! 56.2!> A A.. A.. A A... + +.. *.. * A
4j 69; 7l! 59= 77: 79; 65! 57; 63; 7ll 51j 66. 2j3, A.... A A.. A.. ? A... ? *.. *.. + A
5j 65| 75| 71] 69] 65; 57! 59! 55! 71! 42: 62. 9|> A.. + +... ? +.. + .. .. *
6| 77? 85 1 65? 75? 75; 76; 63! 69; 81| 75! 74. 1|
^ A A.. A.. ? + ? * + .. *.. *
7| 6l! 66? 58] 66]. 58; 66! 6l! 53! 58| 4l! 58 . 8;> A... A.. ? A... ? ?" *.. *-. ?
si 75| 87? '""IIlZI"?"?!. 69| 65j 71; 55! 45! 54| 64. 7|
> A * ?
+ * ? * *.. *




73? 66! 66] 54! 49! 57! 73! 64|
> A... ? +.. +
A... + +" ? * A




4... Z"?"?| 91?? 76? 86?4 4- 80!+ 73? 67 |4 ? ZjjIZ 83| 50? 77;
> ... i. * A A- * A A ? *
ITotal average score ! ! 67.27!
4 4" ? A A I ( {
: [ A A- * A *... * A-. A- A" |
Ivariance for all scores j 111 . 2j iAfter adjusted L12.2| ^mm i
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Table 30: Magnetic Signal Level from Qualifier -Ion deposition
J DATA ANALYSIS FOR = j
Magnetic signal level- -Qualifier
\ IP.?.:E.^.J.N.G.. SYSTEM | Ion -Deposition
iSamples (magnetic signal level) |
iChar . 1 ll 2 ! 3 i 4| 5 i 6i 7| 8 1 9l lOJReference i? ? A.... > A... i> A.... v A
0! 80; 94 i 90 i 111! 101!i 84! 101! 101;I 93! 102i ! 100!? 1 * A...i i> A...i *..
1! 89! 82 i 75 113! 91 95! 109! 114ii 67! 115! ! 100;' * " A.... H? 4"-' *...i
2! 102! 99 i 81! 99! 103! 102! 99! 77;i 90! 105; ! 100!
3| 79; 93 I 103! 88! 93!1 8l| 92| 92! 102} 98| 1 iooj? ' + A.... > +... H> * A....
4! 82! 108 i 1011 93! 90!i 83! 107! 92 i 107! 92! ! 100!
* " '+ A.... ? ...A.... A*..i
5! 98! 105 i HI!i 87! 99!; 108! 87! HOi 107! 99! ! 100;? ? +.... => *... i A...i "A ....A
6i 90! 99 i 79! 101! 105! 79! 112! 85! 98! 67; ! 100!* + A.... > + !> A.... A..., A..
7! 90! 95 i 94j 103! 96! 83! 103! 107; 99! 99! i 100;> * A.... > A... A.... A A






126! 116! 116! i 100!
9! 88! 88 i 89! 89! 96; 102| 102| I iooj
ITransit 1 103 j 95 ! 100; 103| 98; 98j 99| 102| 89| 105| 1 iool
iOn us i 82! 89 ! 96! 85! 91; 91! 94! 80; 90! 109! i 100!
i !- ! |; |- j! |- |- ! |- |- - - | |
ISCORE I Average |
0| 80| 94 I 90| 89! 99| 84| 99; 99! 93| 98; 1 92. 5|
1! 89! 82 75j 87! 91: 95! 91! 86! 67! 85! ! 84.8!
2| 98! 99 i 81| 99! 97 j 98| 99! 77! 90| 95! I 93.3;
3| 79; 93;; 97! 88| 93j 81; 92| 92 ! 98! 98| 1 91. ll
4| 82! 92; 99! 93| 90; 83! 93| 92} 93| 92| ! 90. 9|
5| 98; 95; 89! 87 1 99! 92! 87! 90! 93! 99| 1 92.9|
6| 90| 99j 79; 99; 95! 79! 88! 85! 98! 67| ! 87. 9!
7| 90j 95 i 94| 97! 96! 83! 97! 93! 99! 99; ! 94.3!
A.... A.... *..< A 6
8i 99! 93! 98! 98! 95! 86! 85! 74! 84! 84! ! 89.6!
> , +
+.... *.... A... * A
9i 88! RR! 89! 89! 96! 78! 96! 96! 98! 98! ! 91.6!
< ' +.... A.... A..i * ?
iTransd.t I 97| 95 i 100! 97! 98! 98! 99! 98! 89! 95! i 96.6!
h>... 4- #.... ...A....I ? A.... ...A... +
:0n us ! 82| 89 = 96! 85! 91! 91! 94! 80! 90! 91! i 88.9!
> < A ? *
+...., +.... #.., f t
> i < i- + *< + i ? ?> A A
iTotal average score i
*
91.2;
+ ? {- i' + * { }
iVariance for all scores ; 50 .23! i {After adjusted 50.65!
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Table 31: Magnetic Signal Level from SignaMeasure-Letterpress




lvel SignaMeasurel I L
> ? ? ? i i i j..... ;... i i... ;.. * *
? ?
^PRINTING SYSTEM ILetterpress | i
ISamples (magnetic signal level)* *" + ....v... V" .....v v>- >v" A... A + * A" ......A
iChar. 1! 2! 3! 4! 5| 6i 7! 8! 9! 10[Reference \> ? ?-.. + A A.. A.... A... V* A
Oi 127! 134! 130! 122! 125! 125! 125! 142! 125! 1301 100!
1! 118! 125! 111! 122! ml 125! 133! 107; 118| 1181 ioo!
> ?" *... A... * A A.. A.... * A A" A
2! 128! 125! 116! 134! 128! 138! 125! 149! 134! 1341 100!
3! 125! 125! 133! 129! 129! 133! 137! 133! 137! 125! 100!
4! 128! 113! 140! 131! 128! 140! 134! 122! 131! 122! 100!
5! 125! 134| 128| 131| 119! 13l! 137! 13l! 116! 131| iool
6! 137! 143! 133! 158! 128! 125! 131! 119! 131! 134! 100!
7i 120! 133! 137! 141! 129! 137! 133! 133! 141! 133! 100!
8 = 134! 137| 137| 125| 131! 134; 128! 122! 134; 125| ioo!
9i 133! 121| 131| 129| 121| 125| 129! 120! 127 1 139! iooj
ITransit j 134! 137! 128! 134! 134! 134! 137! 125! 134! 134! 100!




Ol 73! 66| 70| 78| 75| 75! 75! 58! 75! 70! 71.5!
ll 82| 75! 89! 78! 89! 75! 67! 93! 82! 82! 81.2!
?: 72| 75! 84! 66! 72! 62! 75! 51! 66! 66! 68.9!
4 A A A.. A.... ? ? * ?-. A.. +
3! 75! 75! 67! 71! 71! 67! 63! 67! 63! 75! 69.4!
A A A.. A.. + * *... A A" ?
4! 72! 87! 60! 69! 72! 60! 66! 78! 69! 78! 71.1!
4> A A A.. A.... +... ? ?" A- ? ?
5i 75! 66! 72! 69! 81! 69! 63! 69! 84! 69! 71.7!
j, A A A.. A.... +... ? *" ?" ? *
6 = 63! 57! 67! 42! 72! 75! 69! 81! 69! 66! 66.1!
j, A A A.. ? +..- ? +... ? +.. A
7: 80! 67! 63! 59! 71! 63! 67! 67! 59! 67! 66.3!
: A A A.. A.... +... * A... #.. A" A
8: 66i 63! 63! 75! 69! 66! 72! 78! 66! 75! 69.3!
:
tm
A A A.. ...A.... A... * +... *" A..*" ?
9i 67: 79! 69i 71! 79! 75! 71! 80! 73! 61! 72.5!
i A A .A" ? + + +" +" A.. ?













57 j 50! 57!?-. I" 51.4!A
A... jL... i... 4 A A- + ? ? ? ? A- *
iTotal average score i 68.86i ! * + A
+ *
f" *
jvariance for all scores 85.32! lAfter adjusted 86.04!
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Table 32: Magnetic Signal Level from SignaMeasure -Lithography
f" DATA ANALYSIS FOR j |
tic signal level- -SignaMeasure II i
* <
Magne
t Y" A... > * f
> ? A-- A- A.. A .. ... .. ?" *
!PRINTING SYSTEM !L ithography !
iSamples (magnetic signal level) !
iChar. ! li 2! 3! 4! 5! 6 7| 8! 9! 10 Reference i
r" " " ...a... A.... *+ ? A... .A.. > V"
0! 108! 108! 109! 115! 103! 118 109! 114! 96! 120 100!? " * *"""" A.... .........A.. "+ A .....A.. >........ A... .... A.. ? *..
! li 101! 100! 111! 101! 124! 101 106! 111! 116! 120 100!* * *'" A.... ? + + +.. ..A... A.. A... ? A..
2! 92! 105! 111! 107! 97! 101 108! 111! 110! 113 100;
* +"" A.... +.. 4> ? A.. A.. ? A..
i 3! 135! 112! 124 111! 112! 116 114! 129! 116! 127 100!* +" A.... +.. 4> ? *.. A... v, *..
4! 104! 110! 125 108! 100! 114 123! 113! 110! 122 100!> +"* +" +.. 4? A A..
i 5! 122! 111! 119 114! 107! 119 116! 119! 114! 125 100!
6! 108! 108! 119 107! 110! 105 128! 105! no! 105 iooi
i 7! 122! 112! 122 116| 120| 118 116| 127 ! ii6i 131 iool
8i 98! 104| 114 116! 119! 117 113! 119! 126! 116 iooi
1 9j 115| 108; 120 108! no! 115 119! 120! 120| 129 iooi
ITransit | 105| 119| 120 111! 122! 119 122! 122| 132| 134 iooj
|0n us | 129| 126! 123 118| 114! 134 114! 125| 112| 139 iooj
ISCORE I Average j
! 0! 92! 92! 91 85! 97! 82 91! 86! 96! 80 89.2!
1 ll 99| iooi 89 99| 76; 99 94| 89! 84! 80 90. 9|
1 2| 92| 95! 89 93! 97| 99 92; 89| 90! 87 92 . 3;
1 3| 65| 88! 76 89! 88; 84 86! 71! 84! 73. 80 . 4;
4| 96j 90| 75! 92| 100| 86 77! 87! 90! 78- 87. 1|
A A A.. 4 A.. A.... A" A
i 5! 78! 89! 81! 86! 93! 81 84! 81! 86! 75! 83.4!
i 6! 92i 92| 81| 93| 90| 95 72! 95! 90! 95i 89. 5|
*.. A A .....A.. < +.... ? *.... A.. A
! 7 = 78! 88! 78! 84! 80! 82 84! 73! 84! 69- 80!
A.. A A A.. < +.. A.... < A.. *
! 8i 98! 96! 86! 84! 81! 83 87! 81! 74! 84- 85.4!
A A *.. < +.. A.... A- A
i 9! 85! 92! 80! 92! 90j 85 81! 80! 80! 71 83.6!
ITransit I 95! 81;
A..









88! 614 ? 76 . 6|?
> A... i, + i A i ? + ? ?" *
iTotal average score ! ! 84.82!
4 4 4- ? L f... *
j, X.... ..A..... . ...A... 4 A A" A.. A A" i




Table 33: Magnetic Signal Level from SignaMeasure
Ion deposition
1 1 DATA ANALYSIS FOR I Till!
| Magnetic signal level- -SignaMeasure II j | I |
. 1PRINTING SYSTEM
^ y "v y * * f f
* A 4 4 4.... 4 4
Ion -deposition | | | | |
]Char . | 1
| 6? 127
1 ll 150
Samples (magnetic signal level)
_2J
3! 7
137] 131] 153] 143! 131? 148
124] 122! 17 5 ! 127? 133? 155
8! 9! lOlReference j
148! 137? 133? ; 100;
164j 111? 161? | 10 6?
143? 135? 135? ? 100?






146] 14l! 146! 149
17 9? 135? 153? 108
143] 144
137! 152
134] 122] 134! 153




147j H7j | 100|
141| 129= ! 100;
140; 98! | 10011 6| 126! 128| 105 140| 135! 149|










145| 145; | 100|
161| 161| | 100J
120j 120| | 100|
149! 152! ! 100|
142| 156; | 1001
I | Average 1
1 8| 158| 144| 141
1 9| 120| 120! 120
iTransit ! 138! 155! 138
!On us ! 131; 148! 139





0| 73; 63! 69
ll 50| 76; 78
! 2! 54; 57| 72











52! 63! 67! ! 61.2|
36! 89! 39| | 57. 8|
57; 65; 65! ! 58. 8|
73! 52! 49! ! 54.9J
69] 53] 83| ! 65. 9|
45! 59? 71? T 61.3?
1 4| 84:
[ JsP'IIslJ





72! 95 60| 65 51| 48 86! 60! 98! | 70.9|
I 7| 48j
! 8? 42j
55; 59 55! 55 87| 59| 53; 55; 55J | 58. l|































80| 80j 80| | 80|
41? 51j 48? ? 5272?
0| 58! 44! ! 42.9!
+ * A A A
* * * * ?
* .....A <.
adjusted 1 287 . 6j j 1
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Table 34: ANOVA of Magnetic Signal level -MICR-Mate
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 90.23 62.26
Offset lithography 91.72 46.66
Ion deposition 81.79 144.9
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 3426
Estimate of variance within the samples 84.74
F Ratio 40.42
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
Table 35: ANOVA of Magnetic Signal level -Qualifier
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 70.42 86.68
Offset lithography 67.72 112.2
Ion deposition 91.2 50.65
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 203 02
Estimate of variance within the samples 83.18
F Ratio 244.1
F Value at 99% degree of confidence 4.61
Table 36: ANOVA of Magnetic Signal level -SignaMeasure II
Mean scores Variances
Letterpress 68.86 86.04
Offset lithography 84.42 71.23
Ion deposition 59.42 287.6
Estimate of variance among the mean scores 20078
Estimate of variance within the samples 148.3
F Ratio 135.4
F Value at 99% .degreeof confid nce 4.61
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For all three testers the null hypothesis was rejected
because the F Ratio was larger than the F Value. This
indicates that these three different printing systems have
different magnetic signal levels for all three testers.
For the MICR-Mate tester, lithography gave the best
result followed by letterpress and ion deposition
respectively .
For the Qualifier tester, ion deposition gave the best
result followed by letterpress and lithography respectively.
For the SignaMeasure II tester, lithography gave the
best result followed by letterpress and ion deposition
respectively.
From these measurements, each printing system may work
well with one tester and may not work well with another
tester. For example, the sample from ion deposition worked
very well with the Qualifier but did not work well with the
SignaMeasure II. This is because there are many factors that
affected signal reading. First, the way each printing system
created magnetic images was different. Second, the
mechanisms of each tester were different.
Moreover, even in the same tester, the signal levels
from the same documents varied too. There are many reasons
this phenomenon occurs, namely, magnetic noise, document
speed variations, and mechanical tolerance.
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From my experience, when measuring these samples with
three different testers, the SignaMeasure II had less reading
variation which was about 5%. The Qualifier had reading
variation of about 10%. The MICR-Mate had biggest reading
variation of about 20%.
It was very difficult to determine which printing system
gave the best quality magnetic signal level since there was
very little correlation between these three testers. Also,
from the ANSI specifications, there is a wide range of
tolerance for magnetic signal level which can be varied from
50% to 200%. Therefore, all signal levels from these samples
should be accepted.
Next, the results of the uniformity of the magnetic
signal level between the same characters in each sample of
the same printing process are shown in the following tables:
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iPRIOTING SYSTEM iLetterpress j |
Samples (magnetic signal level) | i
2l 3! 4? 5; 6? 7? 8?
106 1 107 1 107 1 97 1 105? 105? il7?

















































! 92. l|92 93! 95!


















? 87.3;89 56! 89!
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! 104.2|!On us 100 104!
!SCORE Average !


















































ITotal average score i 93


















































































































35.70! lAfter adjusted i 36.00!
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Table 38: Magnetic Signal Level Uniformity from MICR-Mate
Lithography
! ! I ! 1 DATA ANALYSIS FOR I I I I ! !
[ i i iMagnetic signal level uniformity- -MICRA-MATE 1f f t ? y v v V m." V y A- ? *
i f f t a a j i i i i j.. + *
j. 1 \ i?$IEJ:IE?...$l?l. {Lithography | | | |
i ! iSamples (magnetic signal level) 1 1 1 1
* ?
iChar. j 1! 2i 3| 4| 5| 6| 7| 8| 9| lOlReference!
r t , * * * * + + a a a.. "V A
i Oi 94! 96! 95| 102| 82| 100| 98| 104! 88! 111! I 97 1J* * *? * * A A A A A + .. A A
1! 112! 106! 96| 112J 125; 96! 113! 107! 126! 102! 1 109.5|* ? ....A A A A A A A A A A.. A A
2! 81! 92! 93| 94; 86; 90| 97; 103| 96| 96| 1 92. 8;
! 3! 104! 95; 94| 93! 94| 100| 95| 106| 101! 101! 1 98. 3|
4! 87! 95| 90| 94| 96| 104; 111; 93| 100; 1061 1 97.6|
! 5i 106! 86! 98! 99! 90i 101; 90| 94! 95! 110| ! 96.91
6! 91! 98! 104| 8l| 100| 99| 116! 96| 94| 90| 1 96.9|
I 7| 91| 88| 99| 87| 96| 92| 84| 96| 88| 100| 1 92. 1|
! 8! 85! 75; 96! 10l| 100! 113! 10l! 99! 98! 107! 1 97. 5|
! 9! 82! 108; 95! 67! 89! 96! 98! 101; 90! 117! 1 94.3|
iTransit j 81! 79! 108| 82! 107! 103! 114! 110; 120; 122! j 102.6J
!On us ! 10l! 93! 108! 68; 92; 109! 106! 96| 92; 116; 1 98. l|
1 Iscore 1 ! I ! I ! I ! I I Average j
I 0| 96.91| 98.97| 97.94| 94.85| 84.54| 96.91| 98.97| 92.78| 90.721 85.57 1 j 93 .81;
l! 97.72! 96. 80! 87.67! 97.72! 85. 84i 87 .67] 96 .80] 97 .72] 84 .93] 93.15] 1 92.60|
f 2?87.28i 99.14! 99.78! 98.71| 92.67| 96.98| 95.47| 89.01| 96.55| 96.55| ! 95.22!
! 3l 94.20! 96.64! 95.63! 94. 6l! 95.63! 98.27! 96.64! 92.17! 97.25! 97.25! i 95.83!
> + A A A A A A A A A.. A A
! 4! 89.141 97.34; 92.21J 96. 31j 98. 36j 93.44; 86.27 j 95.29! 97.54! 91.39| 1 93.731
j> , A A A A A A A A.. A A
! 5! 90.61! 88.75! 98.86! 97.83! 92.88! 95.77! 92.88! 97. 0l! 98.04! 86.48! 1 93.91|
j 4 A A A
A A A A A.. A A
i 6i 93. 9li 98.86! 92.67! 83.59! 96.80! 97.83! 80.29! 99.07! 97 .01! 92.88! 1 93.29|
j ....4 4% 4% ....+ ..A.....
..A...... A A A A .....A.. A A
7! 98.81! 95.55! 92.5l| 94.46; 95.77| 99 %89] 9 1^21] 95.77] 9 5 .55] 91.4 2] 1 95.09|
f 8r8Tri8r7"6'r92?'98'"46? 96.41? 97.44! 84.10| 96.4l| 98 .46; 99 .49! 90 .26; ? 92.51?
v A A A A ....A. A A A.. A .-*
i gi 86. 96i 85.47J 99.26 j 71. 05j 94.38! 98.20J 96.08J 92.90| 95.44| 7 5.93! 1 89.57J
1 , , .... A. ...A.. # A ...A. A A.. A A
ITransit ! 78 . 95| 77 . 00| 94 .74| 79 . 92| 95 .71] 99 .6 l] ,88.8 9] 92 9] 8 3 .04] 81.0 9] 1 87.17|
fOn us ? 9 64? 8 0? 8 9 . 91? 6 9". 31 2? 93 . 7 8] 88. 89] 91.95] 97 .86] 93.7 8] 81.75] I 89.91?
[ 1 i 1 i a 1 | i 4 4 A- 4 A
ITotal average score ] 92.72| | | \ ] { { | { j
IvariancTfor'aiT'"scoresZ"T.10;.2.l! | |Al^e.vE?:3^^^ |i.0..:.55l..
f *
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iMagnetic signal level uniformity- -MICRA-MATE
{PRINTING| SYSTEM ]lon-deposition !
Sjamples (magnetic signal level) | |
2] 3? 4? 5? 6? 7? 8?
112! IOO! li8| 93 1 112? 108? 108?
9| lOlReference
99! 95! 104.7!
















120 104! 110! 110.2!















108 127! 118! 116.7!

















110 126! 90! 115.5!
















124 134! 136! ! 130.4!























iTransit 111 121! 121! 121!


































iTotal average score !
> v y 4
<
I A A A ,





















































































































]Magnetic signal level uniformity- -Qualifier
] iPRIOTING SYSTEM ]Letterpress i
]Samples (magnetic signal level) !
1] _2| 3] 4] 5? 6?
122! 134! 130! 126? 128? 123? lii?
8! 9i lOiReference j
















































































































































iOn us 141! 131!
!SCORE ] ]












































































































1! 99.19] 96.7 5] 96'l?'
98. 47? 96.85] 96
"3? 99.45] 93.4 3] 99
4? 98.3l| 90.251 91
5? 98.691 99.77] 94
6? 96.48? 97. 18] 97
"7? 91 .4 1 ! 95.35] 95
8? 95.27! 98.18] 93...?......
g3 34; g7
..A....
iTransi t | 91.04] 92_._66] 9 9





























ITotal average score j 95.85] ]




Table 41: Magnetic Signal Level Uniformity from Qualifier
Lithography
> ] ] ] ] DATA ANALYSIS FOR \ ] \
> ] ] ^Magnetic signal level uniformity- -Qualifier ! 1 j.
>
> ] ] l?.?i.NZ?.N.G....?YSTEM {Lithography? ? ? ? { !
>
JChar.
i iSamples (magnetic signal level) I | I | | 1
] 1] 2] 3] 4] 5? 6? 7| 8? 9? 10?Reference |
0] 132! 123! 134; 132! 122 j i29? 131? 132? 122? 137?
i] iiii i25| 137! 123I 145! 115? 133? 123? 137? 137?
2] 123! 123J 131| 123! 117 1 125? i23? 125? 125? 133!





4] 131] 129| 141| 123| 12l| 135| 143| 137| 129; 149|
5| 135! 125| 129? 131? 135? I43T 141? i45? 129? i58?
I 133.8|
I 137. l|
j 6| 123| 115! 135; 125| 125| 124| 137| 13l| 119| 125|
1 7| 139| 134; 142| 134! 142| 134| 139| 147= 142; 159;
1 8| 125| 113! 14l! 133! 131; 135! 129! 145J 155! 146!
! 9! 133! 124! 141| 127] 134] 134] 146] 151] 143] 127]
[Transit ? 135? iii? 135? 123| 135! 137] 133] 129| 135] i52]













6? 97. 99? 95.05! 96.45| 97.99! 94.28J 99.69! 98.7 6| 97.991 94.28J 94.13J
i?"86".31? 97' .20? 93".47? 95 .65? 87 .25! 89 .42] 96 .58] 95;_65] 93;.:47] 93 ^47]""2T"
98T567"9 8*75 67~9 57o3T"9 8 . 56| 93 .75! 99 .84! 98 .56] 99 ^84] 99 .84] 93^.43]
"3? 95.27? 95.27?"99". 17; 92.49! 92.49] ^Ji^l21^9X^~^X^~~2^.^1.:.^LX..















.....|........|........^^ 2g| gg 2g j 98 4 g] g]_ isj g5 .95] 9^52] 9 9 .2 9]
'"'7?"gXT47Tr.T6T99T43? 94.90? 99.43! 94. 90 ! 981.44] 95 .89].9.?.; 43] 87 .3 9]






"grg7"7"gTgi""i"8?"96.32? 93.38? 98 .53! 98.53! 92 .65| 88. 97| 94 .85! 93 .38| ! 94.56!
!TransirT99Ti8i'9l735l'99"i8T 91.861 99 .^_?JLi^..?^?.?i^JL^ii^.:J^J2.l5.:.i5l- i 96.18!
|On us !"g"6"'24! 88 . 62; 99 . 19] 92 ..68] 97 .56] 96 . 75] 91.;.87 ] 9 8 ^37 ] 95 . 12] 7 8 . 05] ! 92.85!A A
[Total average score ] ] ?4.98] ] ] ] ! = = .. | {
!Var7ancr'for"'aTr"sc^res ?1^:I1III I fclbfEJlia^S^ liLIi
* *
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Table 42: Magnetic Signal Level Uniformity from Qualifier
Ion deposition
>




1 ] level uniformity- -Qualifier |









] .1} 2] 3? 4} 5} 6? 7? 8? 9? 10?Reference }
0} 80} 94} 90} 111] 101} 84? 101? 101? 93? I 95 .7?
.1} 89} 82} 75} 113} 91} 95? 109? 114? 67? 115? ? 95}
2} 102} 99! 81! 99! 103! 102| 99? 77? 90? 105? j 95 .7;
3} 79! 93! 103! 88! 93! 81? 92? 92? 102? 98?
4} 82} 108! 10li 93! 90! 83; 107| 92! 107? 92?
! 92. ii
I 95.5|
5! 98! 105! 111! 87! 99! 108| 87| 110J 107? 99? 1 101. 1|
I 6] 90] 99| 79| 101| 105| 79| 112| 85| 98| 67|
I 7] 90] 95] 94] 103| 96| 83? 103? 107? 99? 99?
I 8] 101] 107] 102] 102| 105] 86| 115| 126| 116| 116|
I 9| 88| 88| 89! 89| 96| 78| 96| 96! 102| 102|
ITransit 1 103! 95! 100| 103! 98! 98! 99| 102| 89| 105;
IOn us 1 82! 89! 96! 85! 9l! 9l! 94| 80| 90| 109|
ISCORE | | I = ||I|||









l| 93.68| 86.32| 78.95| 81.05| 95.791 100|85.26| 80| 70 .53| 78 . 95|
2? 93.42? 96.55| 84.64; 96 .55; 92 .37; 93 .42; 96.55! 80.46 j 94 .04; 90.28;
I 85.05|
1 91.831




4i 85.86! 86.9l! 94.24! 97.38! 94.24! 86 .91} 87 ^96} 96^,34} 87 .96} .96^,34}
'""5?96 . 93? 96.14? 90i .21? 86 . 05! 97 . 92} 93 . 18} ..05} 91 ..20} 94 16} 97 .92}
.....|........|......| 86 34| 8g 62! 85 . 25! 86 . 34j2_7_._6 0j_92._90






9 87? 99 .4 4? 94 . 80? 94 . 80? 97 . 58} 7 9 .93} 9 3 . 12} 82. 90} 92.;.19] 92 . 19} 1 92.08|
9? 95. 24i 95.24! 96. 32! 96.32! 96.10! 84_._42j_9^ i 93.51!
[Transit I 96.17! 95.77; 99.191 96.17; 98 .79} 98.79; 9.?_._80| 97 .18} 89 .72] 9A:15\ ! 96.57!
|On us
{Total
! 90.41! 98.13! 94.16! 93.72; 99.67; 99 .67}.96^36].8.8...20] 99 ;23]2.?.; .82]
.a^e.^a.9ie....^E^...| I9.?..:lll A A A A A A..
} 93.94|
Ivariance for all scores 38.21! iAfter adjusted ! 38.54!
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Table 43: Magnetic Signal Level Uniformity from SignaMeasure
Letterpress
DATA ANALYSIS FOR
Magnetic signal level uniformity- -SignaMeasurell
! IPRINTING SYSTEM jLetterpress |





ll 2| 3| 4| 5| 6| 7| 8| 9| 10|R
? 134? 130? i22? 125? 125? 125? 142? 1251 1301
iis? i25? iii? iii? iii? 125? 133! io7j iisi iisi
eference j








2 128; 125J llis'I 134J 128} 138} 125} 149} 134
125? i25? 133? 129T 129? 133? 137} 133} 137
"'T 128? 113? 140? 13iT 128? 140? 134? 122} 131""
125? 134? 1218? 131? 11 9? 131? 137} 131} 116""
137? 143? 1 58 1 128 1 125} 131} 119} 131
"'V 120? 133? 137? 141? i_29? 137} 133} 133} 141""
134? 137? 137? 125? 13 i? 128} 122} 134
'"T 133? 121? 131? 129? 121? 125} 129} 120} 127
t""? 134? 137? 128r]l3HIilHlIiiH HU iMl H^























: ... :__--- j - - :...._ :..-.. - -- ; : : --- : ; - - - :----- :
>
Iscore] } } } ] ] ] ] 1 }..Average ;
6? 98 . 83 1 95 .72! 98 . 83! 94 . 94| 97 .28} 97 ; ?8}.97;.|8] 9] 97 ,28] 98 ,83] ! 96.58!
.....|........|.......| g3 43|
-





.07} 99,33} 99,33} ! 94.98!A A
>
""2?'97T64? 95"35?'88 .48? 97 .7 9? 97 .64} 94 .74} 95,3 5} 86 ,35} 97 ,7 9} 97 ,7 9} ! 94.89!> '"'3?'
9T"71? 95 "71? 98Tl6? 98 .77? 98 .77? 98 . 1 6} 95 ,1 6} 98,16} 95 ,10} 95 ,7 1] ! 96.94!
>
""4T9T!'30?'87'"66T9i'. 39? 98 . 37? 99 .30} 9'i .39} 96 ,04} 94 ,65} 98 ,37} 94 ,65} ! 95.11!
> "-g----jt 97 _ g0'? g'2 .75] 97 . 90} ,22} 97 ,90} 90 ,41} 97 ,90} ! 96.07!
>






r89775i'99'"48i'97.53! g4 54; g6 48| g7_53! 99 .48} 99 .48} 94 .54} 99,48] 1 96.83!g7""48!'9 Ti8!'9T"ioT'95T64T9'9"
77?"97 . 48? 97 . 93? 93 .34} 97 . 48} 95 ,64} ! 96.51!
|'95;"6g?'g4"lo?'97y25T98T82T9l"90?'98"_65 ! 96.31!
iTranIirT9932T9T:07'?'96':i7'I 99 . 32! 99 ,32} 99,32} ,07}
93
,91} . .?.?





r99"06!'99"06! 95 . 02} 93 ,00} 98 .25} 98 ,25} 96.-23} 96 ,23}.99 ,06] 96 ,2 3!.. ! 97.04}
i 1. A A f 4 4 4 4
4 4
erage score 1 ! 96.15} } ^ ; ; | ;. * *
>
>
jVariance*'for"'aTr"scores ?'ioT52? ? }After adjusted |.10,6l}
* A
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levl uniformity- -SignaMeasure II i
I } } lE^iSI0 SY
i i iSamples (magnetic
}Char. | l| 2? 3; 4
TEM }Lithography ! ! I | j {
signal level) | | | | | j
5} 6} 7} 8j 9| lOlReference |
1 0| 108| 108| 109
[ 1} 101} 100? Ill
1 2? 92}________i_6_5r_"___i_il
1 3} 135} 112? i24
[ 4} 104? ii6? 125
j 5} 122} lllj 119
[ 6} 108? 108? 119









103} 118 1 109! 114? 96? 120?
124} lOlj 106| 111? 116? 120?
97} 101} 108} 111} 110? 113?
112} 116} 129? 116? 127?
100} 114} 123} 113 | 110? 122?
107} 119} 116| 119? 114? 125?
110} 105} 128 1 105? "iio? 105?











1 8| 98! 104| 114 116 119| 117! 113! 119! 126? 116? ! 114.2!
9| 115| 108| 120




110| 115| 119| 120| 120| 129|
122! 119| 122? 122? 132? 134?
I 116.4|
1 120.6|
IOn us 1 129| 126| 123 114| 134| 114| 125! 112| 139! j 123. 4j
I JSCORE | | Average
1 0| 98.18| 98.18| 99.09
1 1| 92.58| 91.66| 98.26
1 2| 87.20| 99.53| 94.79
I 3| 87.12| 93.65| 96.32






93.64| 92.73| 99.09| 96 .36! 87.27| 90.9l|
86.34| 92.58| 97.16| 98.26| 93.68| 90. 0l|
91.94| 95.73| 97.63| 94.79| 95.73| 92.89|
93.65| 96.991 95.32| 92.14| 96.99| 93.8l|






5? 95.37| 95.20| 97.94
6? 97 .74? 97 . 74 1 92 . 31
97.77
96.83
91.77| 97.94| 99.49| 97.94| 97.77| 92.80|
99.55| 95.021 84.16| 95 .02! 99.55| 95.02|
! 96.40!
! 95.29!
7? 98.33| 93.33| 98.33
8? 85. 81 ! 91 . 07} 99,.82
9| 98.80| 92.78| 96.91
Transit | 87 .06| 98,67} 99,50!
On us | 95 . 4 6 1 97 . 8.?} i
96.67| 100| 98.33| 96.67| 94.17} 96.67} 90.83}
98.42? 95.80? 97.55| 98.95! 95.80| 89.67! 98.42|
! 96.33!
? 95.13?
92.78| 94.50| 98.80| 97 .77! 96.9l| 96.9l| 89.18|
92.04? 98.84| 98.67| 98.84| 98.84! 90,55} 88.89!
95.62T92. 38? 91.41! 92 .38! 98. 70! 90.76! 87.36!




Total average score !
4. + ? + + + A-
94.95} } } } } } } ) f
Variance for all scores i 13.89! i |After adjusted ! 14 . 0l|
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Table 45: Magnetic Signal Level Uniformity from SignaMeasure
Ion deposition
! } 1 1 1 DATA ANALYSIS FOR I I ! ! I !
i ! Magne




IChar. | l| 2
[....IZZII!Z!!i?z!ZIl?i
1 1} 150| 124
1 2} 146? 143
I 3} 153? isi
! 4| 116? 143
uniformity- -SignaMeasure II | | |
I??11 deposition ? ? ? ? ?
s
_
(magnetic signal level) | | | | | |
3} 4} 5} 6} 7| 8| 9| lOlReference |
131} 153} 143} 131? "148? 148? 137? 133? ^38. 8?
122} 175} 127J 13_3j _ 155? 4? 111? 161? fli?! 2?
128} 146} 141} 146} 149j 143? 135? 135? ?"i"4l"."2?
146} 179} 135} 153? 108? 127? 148? 151? ?"i"45"."i?
144] i34] 122? 134? 153? 131? 147? 117? ? 134. 1?
! 5| 135 137 152| 119; 134; 162| 123| 155] 141? 129? ? 138.7;


























113| 141| 147| 145| 145| ! 141.9!
137! 153! 137| 16l| 16l| | 151;
120! 120| 120| 120| 120| | 120|
162! 153! 159! 149| 152| |l47.8|
142| 157| 0| 142| 156| Ill7.l|
i i i i ! Average |
94.38| 93.37| 93.37| 98.70| 95.82! ! 94. 70!
94.61! 77.18! 3.17 0! 87.96| 72.42| ! 77. 2l!
96.60! 94.48! 98.73! 95. 6l! 95. 6l| ! 96 .35;
[ 3? 94.56? 95.93 99.38|76.64| 93.04 94.56! 74.43! 87.53! 98.00! 95.93! \ 91.00!
I 4| 86.50| 93.36
[ 5? 97 .33? 98.77
[ 6? 97 . 90? 99.46
[ 7| 92.88| 97.82
[ 8? 95 .36} 95 .36





99. 93 ! 85.91! 97.69! 90. 38} 87. 25} | 92.45|
83 "20? 88 "68? 88 .25? 98! .34?93i . 6i? } 92 . 04}
84.23? 81.90! 88.58| 91.22J76.15] 1 88 .73!
7 9.63? 99.37! 96 .4l! 97 .82} 97 .82! 1 95.67 1
"96.73? 98.68! 90.73} 93.38} 93,38} } 92.72}
! 9| 100:
ITransit | 93.37J



















ioo! 100! 100! 100} 100} } 100!
90.319? 96.48| 92 .42} 99 ,19} 97 ,16} } 93.59}
Til"l\TeS.93\ 0| 78 .74| 66 .78| | 60;
A A A *..... 4 * 4
+ * * ? i * ?
* ? + + * A ?
lAfter adjusted ; 272 . 6; | |










Estimate of variance among the mean scores
Estimate of variance within the samples
F Ratio


















Estimate of variance among the mean scores
Estimate of variance within the samples
F Ratio


















Estimate of variance among the mean scores
Estimate of variance within the samples
F Ratio










Only for the MICR-Mate tester did the ANOVA indicate
that there was no difference between these three printing
processes. For the other two testers, the Qualifier and the
SignaMeasure II, the null hypothesis was rejected because the
F Ratio was larger than the F Value. This ANOVA indicated
that these three different printing systems have different
magnetic levels of signal uniformity between the same
characters in each sample of the same printing process.
For all three testers, letterpress gave us the best





Since the magnetic signal level aspect could not be
determined, the results of the other criteria are as follows:
Table 49: Mean Scores for Overall Aspects













Magnetic Signal Level Uniformity
93.27
Magnetic Signal Level Uniformity
95.85














Average Score 97 .92 97 . 57 96.43
The ANOVA accepted the null hypothesis, which is that
the mean scores for the ion deposition printing system is
equal to the letterpress and the offset lithographic system,
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only for character alignment and skewness, embossment, and
magnetic signal level uniformity MICR-Mate. Then the ANOVA
rejected the null hypothesis for the rest which are character
dimensional accuracy, distance between character, extraneous
ink, ink voids, magnetic signal level Qualifier, and
magnetic signal level SignaMeasure II.
These results also showed that these three printing
systems gave us different quality of MICR documents. When
all aspects except magnetic signal level were considered from
the mean scores, letterpress seemed to be the best printing
process. Lithography seemed to be the second best, and ion
deposition seemed to be third. Also, in important aspects
like extraneous ink and magnetic signal uniformity,
letterpress showed the best scores. Lithography showed the
best result in distance between characters. Moreover, during
the measurement of these test samples, the samples from
letterpress had less difficulty recognizing the magnetic
characters. The samples from lithography showed few
difficulties too, but they had less consistency when compared
to letterpress. The samples from ion deposition seemed to
show more difficulty in recognizing magnetic characters in
some testers. However, under production conditions,
awareness and proper procedures during the printing of bank
checks will decrease these kinds of difficulties.
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Each system has its own advantages and disadvantages.
For example, the ion deposition printing system is very good
for very small orders since it electronically generates
magnetic images direct to the paper without passing through a
line of type or a printing plate. The letterpress printing
process has the least operating costs, but press runs are
slower than lithography which has higher operating costs.
Therefore, the check manufacturers should select a suitable
printing process for their own production conditions.
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Future Research
Future research can be conducted by using different
reader/sorters which are being used daily at clearing banks
to test MICR samples. The sample size should be much larger
because these reader/sorters can sort at a very high speed.
Additionally, each sample could be run through the
reader/sorter five times to determine the rejection rate of a
particular printing system.
For the printing process, laser printing systems and
other new printing processes (if any) can be included in the
research. Also, different materials used in each printing
process, i.e. different magnetic inks or toners, may be
included too.
These samples may be degraded before passing through the
reader/sorters to simulate a real check handling situation.
This is because checks are passed through many hands
(sometimes wet and dirty) , or may be folded before being sent
to the clearing bank.
All of these may be other aspects of ANSI
specifications, and could be the subject of very interesting
and extensive research projects in the future.
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Alignment is measured using the +/ 0.015 scale contained on
the layout gauge or E-13B reticle of a pocket comparator or
microscope. The 0.015 inch measurement is from the top edge
of the base line to the top edge of the 0.015 line. If the
bottom edge (or center line) of one character is more than
0.015 inches above the bottom edge (or center line) of the
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101
SPACING




The distance between right-hand average edges of adjacent
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DIMENSION
The dimensions locating each edge of the character are
allowed to vary +/ 0.0015 inch from the character nominal
dimension. Generally if all average edges lie within the
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Extraneous magnetic ink on the front of the document is not
acceptable in the clear band area if it is visible to the
nake eye. Spots contained within a 0.003 inch square are
acceptable in any amount and are defined as "not
*
From MICR Made Easy by Duane J. Johnson,
Great Beginnings
Co. , page 43.
105
SIGNAL LEVEL
Acceptable signal level may range from 50% to 200% of the
nominal signal level established for each character. The
nominal signal level is the signal level each character would
produce if printed under precisely the same printing
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The skew or tilt of a character is allowed to vary +/ 1.5
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108
VOIDS
A single void is allowable anywhere on the E-13B character if
it can be contained within a 0.008 inch
*
From MICR Made Easy by Duane J. Johnson, Great Beginnings
Co. , page 28.

